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'lhis thesis presents new ClCll'X:lepts for dete.nnin:in;J redunjancy in 
~irder steel bridges. '1hese 001x::epts are needed in order to 
develop guidelines whidl can assist the bridge erqi.neer in 
establi.sh:in:j inspecticm, repair, rehabilitaticm an:l :replacanent 
priorities. 
A need exists to develop relatively silrple after-fracture 
analytical nndels as well as an acktitional ratin:j level, in acktition 
to the AASHIO Opera tin:] and Inventoey levels, whidl wall.d evaluate 
bridge redun:1arx:y with respect to a particular fracture scenario. 
'Dlis paper suggests a Rsdun::1ancy Ratin:j level an:l ocn:lEIIrtrates mainly 
on the related analytical 11¥:del.s an:l procedures. 
'!be cuz:tent tedmique of c:x:mpltin:j a Ratin:j Factor for each 
member of a bridge is mt considered practical for applicaticm to 
Rsdun::1ancy Ratin;. In view of the 1lllCh 100re cx:artplex analytical 
nmel.s required, the usual ratin; analysis methods need to be 
sillplified for practical use. '1he ~ used in this thesis is to 
determine the requirements of the alternate load path in tenns of a 
Rsdun::1ancy Ratin;J Factor equal to unity for a given ratin:j vehicle, 
'!be alternate load path is evaluated in tems of both strergth 
an:l serviceability. '1be st:rength requirement is based on the current 
AASHro Allowable stress am Load Factor Methods. '!be 5eJ:vioeability 
Method is new an:l is based at a limitin:j deflectiat-t:o-span-1~ 
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ratio. 
'!his researdl is limited to sinl:>le span J'lCl!'lCCil;X)i te two-girder 
brici;Jes with lx:Jttan lateral bracirg, cross bracirg, am top lateral 
bracirg. '!he requirements of these members are developed for the 
practical ~ of existirg two-girder bridges with this 
configuration. 
It is ocn::l.uded that sezvioeability is only a factor if a very 
restrictive lilnitirg deflecti~-1~ ratio is used. '!he 
Load Factor Method results in a lower required area of lx:Jttan lateral 
di.agala1 in all cases. 'lherefore, the Load Factor Method controls if 
the resultirg deflecticm is within the lilnitirg deflection-to-span-
!~ ratio. If the Load Factor Method results in mora deflection 
than the bria;a erqineer is willinq to tolerate, the Allowable stress 
Method det.azmines the requirements of the alternate load path 
mpmbers. 
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1. INmOWCI'ION 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 AASHro Definition of Redurrlancy 
'1he allowable stress ran;Jes which are used in the design of steel 
bridges against fatigue resultirq fran repetitive live loads deperxl 
on whether the bridge is considered to be a redurxiant or 
nonredurxianct load path structure (J.) *. Article 10. 3 .1 of the AASHro 
Bridge Specifications (l) defines redur¥:3ant load path structures as 
"structure types with multi-load paths where a sirqle fracture in a 
lDf!lllbp..r carmot lead to the collapse". Nonreclurmnt load path 
structures are defined as structure types ''where failure of a sirgle 
element cx:W.d cause collapse". '1he "element" referred to is defined 
as a ''main load canyirg c:x:mp:ment subject to tensile stress". 
As a guide to bridge en;;rineers 1 AASHro 1 in Art. 10. 3 .1 of Ref. l1 
gives examples of structures which are c:xmsidered either red'urXIant or 
nonredun;iant. For exmrple1 AASHro classifies multi-girder bridges as 
red'urXIant am two-girder bridges as nonredun;iant. However 1 two case 
st\.Kiies of two-girder steel bridges which suffer major fracture of 
one girder show that collapse did not occur am the bridges remained 
relatively sezviceable lJl')jer normal highway traffic <~~~). 
'1he AASHro examples of redurxiant am nonreciurxUmt load path 
structures are based on unrealistic beliefs widely held by bridge 
* References begin on page 169 of this report 
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en;:ineers al the behavior of bri<i;Jes umer dead an:i live loads. 
'Dlese beliefs are based cn the usual over-sinplified assumptions used 
in the design an:i ra~ of steel gil:der briQ;Jes. 
1.1. 2 AASlfro Design an:i Rat.i.rq Mcdels 
In the design an:i ratirg by AASHIO (.!,J) of the girders of 
two-q:imer steel bridges, the two girders are considered in the 
sillplified analytical DKXJel of the bria]e to be the ally load paths 
available for. transmitting all vertical dead, live ani impact loads 
frail the deck, flOOJ:beams ani strin:;Jers to the substructure. 
S8c:xJnda:ey merrhu:s, sudl as lateral bracirg, diaphragms an:i cross 
bracirq, are not aSR.'Iuned to participate in transmittirg vertical 
loads. Al~ these members are, in reality, subjected to stresses 
fran the vertical loads, they are designed basically to resist 
lateral wind loads an:i to maintain rigidity of the cross section, 
particularly durin;J oonstructicn. 
'!his analytic:U liCdel. greatly s.inplifies both the design ani 
ratin;J of two-qirder brid;Jes an:i provides a lower ~, or 
ocnservative, solution for static loadin;J. '!he lower bcun:l theorem 
basically says that if a structure is shC1Iln how it can cany the 
awlied static loads, it can safely carey at least this nuch load. 
'nlerefore, a CDlSeJ:Vative (often overly ~tive) design or 
ratin;J is ad'lieved without the need to consider the 
three-dimensiatal interacticn of all the bridge o •utcnents. 
li:IWever, it shc:W.d be noted, the sillplified analytical DCde1 can 
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result in unsafe results for dynamic loadin;J. '!he stresses arxi 
displacements due to static loadin;J llUlSt be multiplied by a dynamic 
load factor to cbtai.n the true stresses am displacements due to 
dynamic loadin;J (~) • 
1.1. 3 AASHro Rati,n; Procedures 
Bridges are rated at two levels (J) : 
1. Operatin;J Ratin;J Level: Absolute maximum pennissible load 
level for the bridge. 
2. Inventoxy Rati.rq Level: '1he ":oo:rmal" capacity of the bridge, 
representin;J the maxiDum load level whicil may safely traverse the 
stn1Cture for an iniefinite period of time. 
.MSRro bridge ratin;Js are based oo the standard H or HS loadi.rq, or 
one of the three typical truck loadin;J oanfiguratia'lS shown in Fig. 1 
(J). 
Bridges are rated at the two levels noted above usi.rq one or both 
of two methods (j) : 
1. Allowable stress Method: '1he si.Dplified model of the bridge 
stn1Cture is analyzed under seNioe dead, live arxi :hrpact load 
oaabinatiam (1) usin} linear elastic theory. '1he live load 
Ratin} Factor (RF) for a member is detennined such that the 
max:i:Dum stress in the memM..r does oot exceed the specified 
allowable stress. 
For exanple, for nono ltiJOSite bridge girders the RF's for both the 
Operatin;J am InventoJ:y levels are given by (J) , 
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where fall • Allowable stress 
f 0 - Dead Load stress 
(1.1) 
fL • Live plus Illpact Load stress (caused by ratin; vehicle) 
Different allowable stresses are used for the Operatin; ani InVentory 
Ratin; levels. 
2. Load Factor Method: '!he s:inplified m:xiel. of the bridge 
structure is analyzed umer factored dead, live ani i.npict load 
caabinaticrs (!) usin; linear elastic theol:y. '!he live load 
Ratin; Factor (RF) for a lllpJI!bp.r is detel:mined such that the load 
effect {berxiin;J nanent, for example) does not exceed the S'trel'l;th 
of the member ( in:::ludin;J a st.ren;rth :reducti.CI'l factor) • 
For exmrple, for Il0l'¥XIllp0Site bridge girders the RF for the Operatin; 
Ratin; level is given by (i), 
RF = clsu- rrP 
fL(~I) (1.2) 
Su = Mfr!i')er ~ (maximm liDDelrt capacity, for exanple) 
D • Dead load effect (berx:linj liDDelrt, for exaDple) 
~I • Live load plus illpact effect (berx:linj lDCIIIel1t for exanple) 
'Y 0 = Load factor for dead load = 1. 3 
f L =- Load factor for live plus impact loads = 1. 3 
'!he ~ RF for the InventoJ:y Ratin; Level is, 
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[qsu - 1.30] 
RF = (3/5) --=----
1.3(LH) 
1.1. 4 Need for Rsc1l.1roancy Ratin;1 
(1.3) 
MSHro Operatin;1 ani Inventory Ratin;Js are perfonned for bridges 
in 'tthlch the sillplified analytical model used in the design is still 
ClR;)licable for ratin;1. 'lhat is, except for corrosion damage, limited 
fatigue cracldn:;J, missin;1 rivets, bent flarges, etc. , the 
oormectivity of the structural 1JIPII'lters is essentially the same as 
that a..c:snrned in the design. For this reason, the assumptions on load 
distril:utiCI'l, etc., are virtually identical even tha.1gh significant 
chan;Jes in traffic oc:n:titiam may have oocurred. 
A vastly different situatia1 arises as a result of fracture of a 
main load carryirg member such as one of the girders of a simple span 
two-qirder bria;Je. In this case the dead ani live loads are 
redistrihtted in such a way that the three-dimensional behavior of 
the entire superstructure is involved (§) • It is possible, in sane 
cases, to fird suitable altemate load paths which bypass the 
fractured girder, l:ut this sqgests a 11l.1dl different analytical model 
than that used in the traditional MSHro ratin;1 analyses (1). 
Also different is the expectatia1 that after fracture occurs the 
br~ shalld oantinue to fuootioo .fnjefinitely urrler normal traffic 
ocniitialS. Alt:hcu;tl the fractured brid:Je shalld be expected to 
fuootia1 \ll'der normal daily traffic oonditioos until the fracture is 
disoavered, the time between fracture ani ~al is prd:)ably very 
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short (day, 'Meek, m:mth) in relation to the usual life expectancy of 
a bridge (many years) • Recent experience suggests that the fracture 
'WOUld be detected within a relatively short period of tine either as 
a result of excessive deflections, other visible signs of distress, 
or durin; bridge maintenance arr;Vor inspection (~,J). 
'lhere is clearly the need for an additional ratin;J level which 
'WOUld address bridge :r:ec:luOOancy with respect to a particular fracture 
scenario. 'lhe tem Rec:ll.1mancy Ratin;J (RR) level is suggested (~). 
'Ihe proposed RR 'WOUld be perfonned alan; with the aperatin:J am 
Invent:ocy Ratin;Js of an existirg two-girder steel bri.Cqe. 'lhe RR can 
be based a1 either a worst case fracture scenario or on one or more 
plausible fracture scenarios as revealed by design cxn:U.tions am;or 
inspections for fatigue c.rackin;J (~) • 'Ihe RR procedltre developed 
here is based a1 a worst case fracture scenario. 
1.2 Previous ~ 
Heins am Kato can:iucted an investigation of load redistril:ution 
in cracked girders ~) • '!he study focusei on two-qirder bridges 
lb!re one gimer is assumed to be fractured near midspan.- It is 
concluded that the influence of the 00ttan lateral bracin;J on load 
redistrib.Ition is significant. F\lrther, the study cxmc::ludes that 
utilization of the seoon:laey members (cross bracin;J am bottan 
lateral bracin]) effectively creates redun:lar¥::y in two-girder 
bridges. 
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Daniels, Wilson arxi Olen c::x:nlucted theoretical research into the 
behavior of twtH;Jirder steel bridges followin:J a nearly full-depth 
midspan fracture of one of the girders (§). '!he st:u:iy shows that as 
the fractured girder deflects urrjer the loads, forces are transmittEd 
into the bottan lateral braci.rq system. 'lhese forces are transmitted 
tl'lra.1gh the cross braci.rq to the deck which is subjected to in-plane 
ben:tin;J. '!he deck is also subjected to torsion due to differential 
displacanent between the two girders. '!he sttny shows that the 
after-fracture behavior of the superstructure is quite ocmplex arxi 
involves the three-dimensiooal. interactia1 between all the c:x::apJnetlts 
makin;J up the superstructure. 
'lhe analyses perfomed led to an un:ie:rstarxiin of load 
radistril::utiCI'l in two-qil:der bridges with a fractured girder arxi to 
the identificatia1 of the altemate load paths that develop. 'lbe 
stu:iy developed a linear elastic analytical procedure which can be 
used by bridge erqineers to propcn.tion the battan lateral ani cross 
bracin;J systems to ensure redun:Jancy in the event of a near 
full-depth midspan fracture of Cl'le girder. '1he design exanple of a 
si.Dple span two-qirder bridge shows that the required redun:Jancy can 
be provided with a relatively small increase in the sizes of the 
bottan lateral bracin} 1J'el't)ers. 
Daniels, Wilscm arxi Kim discussed the impo:rtan:::e of the results 
of :research into redun:Jancy for the rati.rq of existi.n;J bridges (1). 
'!he ~ :recamnenjed in that report is to identify the existi.n;J 
viable altemate load path ( s) for the existi.rq bridge. For each of 
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these load paths the live load ratin;J 'Wall.d be calallated usin1 the 
same pti.l.osq:hy oontained in the present AASHIO Marual (~). It is 
obsel:ved that problems arise because the alternate load path ( s) may 
not be oc::atplete or may have severe load level or fatigue 
restrictions, primarily because they were not originally designed for 
the pn:pose of pravid.in; redurX1ancy. 
Daniels, Hegarty, Kim ani Wilson presented new concepts for 
det:erminirg redurX1ancy in two-gil:der steel brici]es (_e) • 'Ihis report 
pzcposes a Redl.In:3ancy Ratin;J level ani oanoent.rates mainly an the · 
related analytical Dedels am proce:iures which are new to the bridqe 
en;ineer. 'lbe ~ suggested is to determine the requirements of 
the alternate load path in tems of a Redurx1ancy Ratin:;J factor equal 
to unity for a given ratin;J vehicle, rn'D"ber of lanes loaded, etc. 
'Ihe report shows how the requirements of the bottan lateral bracin1 
di.agonals can be detemined in tenus of both ~ am 
serviceability. 
1. 3 Cl>jective ani Scope 
'1be objective of this research is to develop the requirements of 
the seccniary members needed to provide a desired level of redurX1ancy 
in two-qirder steel brid:]es. '1be bridge ergineer can establish 
inspection, repair, rehabilitation ani replacement priorities by 
C'X'JIP3Z"i.n1 the requirements of membP..rs for a given level of redurX1ancy 
to the existin;J lDf!l1lbers for a given bri~. 
'1be so::p! of this research is limited to s:i:aple span 
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J'1CIOOC *'IJOSite two-<;i.J:der bridqes with bottan lateral bracin:J, cross 
braci.rq, and top lateral braci.rq. 'lhe bottan and top lateral bracin:J 
are assumed to be X-shaped. '1he requirements of these members are 
developed for the practical rarge of existin:J two-girder bridges with 
this configuration. 
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Traditional AASHIO design ani ratirq of a two-girder steel bridge 
deals with bio unfractured girders. Recit.lmanc:y Ratin; deals with one 
'W'lfractured girder ani cme fiactured girder. 'lhe prcbability of both 
girders fracturirq si.nultanealsly or one girder oont:.ainirq bio 
s.imll.t:a.neols fractures is assnmed to be low enough not to be a 
oonsideraticm. 
2 .l Altemate Load Path Ccn::ept 
In order for red'L.1rnan::y to be possible, the structure must 
contain at least one viable alternate load path, which must be 
capable of safely S\JRX)rtUq the specified dead and live loads as 
'Nell as maint:ainin:;J serviceability of the deck followi.rg fracture of 
one of the two girders. A viable alternate load path needs to be 
fam:l for varic:us two-girder bridge types. '!his load path can 
i.rx::lude seocn:3ary vemhem such as lateral bracin:J, cross braci.rg, 
cross fz;ames, and ciliq:hragms. Also, a CXJ11fXSite deck acti.rg together 
with the fractured and unfractured girders may be included in the 
alternate load path. For the bridge canfiguratiat dealt with in this 
researdl, the alternate load path oonsists of the bottan lateral 
bracin;r, cross bracinj and tcp lateral bracirq. 
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2. 2 Pl:cposed Definitioo of Redlm:Jarx::y 
'lbe tem redl..1rdarx:y used in this research refers to the 
definitions of redundant an:i nonrec:l1.Jmant load path structures as 
defined in Art. 10.3.1 of Ref. 1. A definition of redllrrlancy was 
pzqJO&ed in Ref. 8 which took into acoount the need for a viable 
alternate load path as disrnssed in the previalS section: 
Redundant- Load Path structure: New, existin;J, or rehabilitated 
steel bridqes where at least ooe alternate load path exists an:i 
is capable of safely ~rtin;J the specified dead an:i live loads 
an:i maint:ain:in;J sexvioeability of the deck foll~ the fracture 
of a main load carryin;J member. 
'lbe intentioo of this research is to devel.q> the requirements of the 
11e1'bers c::arprisi.rg the alteJ::nate load path to satisfy this 
definition. 
2. 3 unit Redun:iarx:y Rati.rg Factor 
'!he current technique of CXIl'pl'tirg a Ratin:] Factor for each 
member of a bria]e is r¥Jt Oa'lSidered practical for awlication to RR. 
In view of the 1IIJCh Dm"e c:xJII)lex analytical m::rlel.s required, the 
usual ratinj analysis ~ needs to be sinplified for practical 
use. Also, many existin:J J'la'D "te&ite two-qil:der steel bridges will 
likely yield a Redlm:Jarx::y Ratin;J Factor (RRF) of zero or less (i.e. 
the bri.a}e can1'Xlt suwort its own dead load after fracture of a 
girder). '!his is because either the members an:i CXI'll'leCtians of the 
alternate load path cannot carry the required loads or no suitable 
alternate load path can be fam. An RRF of zero is of little use to 
the brid]e eB)ineer 'Mlo is interested in .establi.shirq brid:;Je 
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inspecticm, repair, rehabilitaticm ani replacement priorities. 'llle 
en;ineer is Dm'e likely to be interested in krlowin;J what 
uxiificatians of the members and oonnections an the alternate load 
path are necessary to adrleve the required level of :redurx:3ancy. 
An alternate~' ooe that m:re cli:rectly meets the needs of 
the bria:1e en;ineer, is to detemine the requirements of the 
alternate load path in tenus of an RRF equal to tmity for a given 
~ 
classifications as well as bridge inspection, repair, rehabilitation 
and replaoement priorities can more easily be established in tenDs of 
the resultin;l requirements of the alternate load path. 
2.4 PJ:cposed ~ Ratin;J Methods 
'!he alternate load path is evaluated in terms of :txJth stren;)th 
am serviceability ~). '!he stren;)th requirement is basei em the 
OJrrent ~ Allc:Mable stress am load Factor Methods (j) • 'llle 
serviceability requirement is new am is based oo a pennissible 
in-sexvioe after-fracture deflecticm arxvor transverse slope of the 
deck. Both are imcn::porated in terms of a limitirg 
deflection-to-span-len:;Jth ratio. 'llle establishment of a 
serviceability requirement is c:utside the scope of this research, 
alt.hcu;Jh reasooable values are suq:JeSted in Article 3. 4. 4. 
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2. 5 CCmpJnents of the Al temate Load Path 
'!he suitable alternate load path which irx::otp:>rates both the 
unfractured am fractured girders must cany the required dead, live 
am impact loads safely am prevent excessive deflections in order to 
maintain after-fracture serviceability of the deck. 'lhe alternate 
load path for s.i.nple span tw-gird.er bridges therefore must oontain 
three basic CX1IpOl'lellts (~) • 
1. A horizattal plane near the tc:p of the girders which provides 
lateral stiffness am stren;Jth am whlch is connected to the 
bear~ thraJgh vertical planes at the ems of the girders. 
2. A horizart:al plane near the battan of the girders which 
develcpa the forces released at the fracture. 
3. Vertical planes at regular intervals alcn;r the span which 
cauact the tcp am battan horizontal planes. 
'lbese three o "'<menta are shewn sdlematically in Fig. 2 for the 
bridge oa'\figuraticm cx:nJidered in this :researcb. '1he horizontal 
plane at the tcp of the qirders is provided by a tc:p lateral bracin;J 
system for a ncncaoposite t,wo...qirder steel bridge. '1he horizontal 
plane at the battan ia provided by a battan lateral bracin;l system. 
'1he vertical planes are provided by cross bracin;l as shown in the 
figure. '1he vertical planes oc:W.d be provided by cross frames or 
diaplragms tut these configurations are not ta'lSidered in this 
research. 
Figure 3 shCJws a typical tc:p lateral bracin;l system 
oonfiguratioo. It oonsists of n equal len]th panels where the len]th 
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of each panel is defined by the distance between bYe adjacent 
vertical planes. '1he girder spacin;J is s am the span lergth is l as 
shown in the figure. 'lbe 'tq) lateral bracin;J functions like a truss 
am llllSt consist of web mpmhp..rs as shc7Nn in the figure plus chord 
members. 'lhe girder flan;JeS function as the chord of the truss. For 
this :reascn the top lateral bracin;J llllSt be near enough to the top 
flarges in order to efficiently develop the forces in the diagonal 
web ll!fllllbp_rs. 
Similarly Fig. 4 shows a typical bottan lateral bracin;J system 
configuration. Except for the midspan fracture of the bottan flarge 
of the fractured girder, the geaoetric canfiguratioo of the 'tq) ani 
battan lateral bracin;J systems are similar. '1he battan lateral 
bracin;J llllSt be near encugh to the battan flarges in order to develop 
the forces in the di.agana1s. 
Figure s slla1IB typical variatiCI'lS of tq, am battan lateral 
bracin;J oa'lfiguraticms. 
~les of cross bracin; ani truss bracin;J configurations 'tthlch 
provide the vertical planes are shown in Fig. 6. 
'!here are many oatfiguraticms of existirr:;J two-qirder bricges. 
Fig. 7(a) slla1IB a O"I'Ql exanple of a bridge with cross bracirq 
providirq the vertical planes. '!his is a o "D'!o)l'l bridge configuratiat 
far existirr:;J two-qirder steel bricges. sane bridges may not CXII1tain 
one or Dn"e of the three o::mp::lnel'1ts required far redundancy. Far 
exanple, Fig. 7 (b) shows a rv:ro "tJOSite two-girder bridge with truss 
bracin;J. Many bridges with this configuration do not have a top 
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lateral bracirq system. In order to achieve a desired level of 
redun:3aix:y, a top lateral bracirg system can be installed. It is 
likely that these top laterals can be located at a level just below 
the top flan;es of the strirgers as shown in the figure. 
A two-girder steel briQ;Je which does not possess the three basic 
oarpments required for the altemate load path is oonsidered to be 
:nc:I'U:'edun:1. It is assrrmm, however, that mst existirq bridges can 
be made :rec1urmnt with the installatiat of the required cx:mponents 
an:i the ~ of the a;pxq>riate connections. 
A battan lateral bracirq system is a requirement for redun:3aix:y 
for aey s~le span twtHjirder bridge. '1he battaD lateral bracirq 
systall is the OIIIIOI'lel'lt of the alternate load path which develops the 
forces released at the fracture. 'lhe.refore, the first step in the 
Redundancy Ratin:J of a s~le span twtHjirder bridge is to develq> 
the requirements of the bott:ca lateral bracirq system. 
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3. REXJ]IREMENI'S OF '!HE OOl'Iatl IATERAL BRACING SYSTEM 
3 .1 Ccllplter Medel 
A CCIIpiter mdel. was develcpd to assist in the developnent of 
the requirements of the battan lateral bracin;;J system. 'nle m:::rlel. 
develcpd was based an the bria;Je in Ref. 10. A cross section of the 
brid;Je fran Ref. 10 showin] the l'lOI'¥XIllpOSite gi.mers is shown in Fig. 
8 {a) • An elevation view showi.n:J the nonprismatic girders is shown in 
Fig. 8 {b) • '!he span lerqth is 150 ft. For this particular span of 
the brid;Je in Ref. 10, the fl~ splice is at quarterspan as DJted 
in the figure. 'lhe brid;Je has X-shaped tq) ani bottan lateral 
bracin;;J as shewn in Fig. 8 {c). 'lhe girder spacin;;J is 18 ft. cross 
bracin} spacin} is 20 ft. except for the two midspan panels where it 
is 15 ft. as shown in Fig. 8 {c). 'lhe floorbeam spacin} is 10 ft. 
Girders are 10 ft. deep. 'lhe CCIIpiter studies wre perfonned usin} 
the CCirplter Aided Fn:jineerin} laboratory facility at Fritz 
Fn;Jineerin} Laboratory an:l the Gl'S'lRlDL finite element analysis 
program. 
'!be SURXlrt bamdaey cxniitioos used for the CCIIpiter lOOdel. are 
shown in Fiq. 9(a). For sillpl.icity, the bridge is shown with five 
panels of battan lateral brac.inj. 'nle S\JRlC)rts are in a horizcmtal. 
plane at the level of the battan lateral bracin;J. '!he three 
horizcmtal. restraints shown result in an extemally statically 
detenninate structure llhldl is gecmetrically stable. 'lhese 8\lR)Ort 
oc:niitioos result in no horizontal reaction forces and symmetric 
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displacenart:s. 'Ihe expected displacements for these SURX>rt bc::Junjaty 
oc:n:liticn; are shown in Fig. 9 (b) • Vertical SlJR)Orts are provided at 
eacn em of the bvo girders. 
In the CXIl'plter lOOdel. the bottan lateral diagonals are oonsidered 
to be the ally system available to develop the forces :released at the 
fracture. 'nlerefore the areas of the cross bracirq diagonals am the 
tcp lateral bracirq are reduced to nearly zero (0.001 in2). '!he 
-mde1 is also adjusted to prevent any relative movement between the 
bvo girders so that forces in the bottan lateral diagonals can be 
develqm. 'nrl.s is ac:cxmplished by the followi.n;l two adjusbnents 
whidl are also shown in Fig. 10: 
1. Inc:reasirq the nanent of inertia of the unfractured girder 
bcttall flan;;e alxut its major axis to practically infinite (106 
in4). 
2. Inc:reasin:;J the area of the cross bracin:;J horizontal to 
practically infinite (106 in2) 0 
'lbese adjusbueltts prevent transverse mavement of the girders bottan 
fl~ so that all of the forces released at the fracture can be 
develqm by the battan lateral bracirq diagonals. 
'Dle ocn::reta deck ani fl()()]j:)eams are OCI'lSidered as dead load 
only. 'Dle dead load is transferred to the two girders by deck link 
'J'l81t'83"B as shown in Fig. 11. 
A sketdl of the finite element mesh used in the DXJdelirq is shewn 
in Fig. ·12. A siJamn:y of the finite elements used for the members is 
sham in Table 1. 
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In the OCIIplter m:Jdel. the fracture is asS' 1l!lf!d to ext:erxi tlu:'algh 
the bottan (tensiat) flan;Je am tlu:'algh the full web depth as shown 
in Fiq. 13. '!he tq) (c:::c:up:essioo) flan;e is aSSlll!lf!d to be intact am 
capable of resistin::J the remai.nin; after-fracture cxmpressive force 
in the qirder am the relatively small live load shear at midspan. 
Inactive nodes are placed thrc::ughcut the qirder web as shown in the 
figure so the fracture can easily be JOOVed to different locations. 
3. 2 Allowable stress Method 
'!he initial developoent of the Allowable stress Method considers 
a'lly the case of midspan fracture of a1e of the girders. Equations 
for the fomes am oon:espol"din; required areas of the bottan lateral 
diagonals are developed for midspan fracture. 'lbese equations are 
then DDiified to take into aOCCA.11'lt the effect of different fracture 
scenarios. 
3. 2 .1 Forces Developed After Fracture 
Figure 14 shews a two--9il:der briQ;Je with five panels of tq) am 
bottan lateral bracin). In the figure the girder spacin) is S, the 
girder depth is d am the span len:Jth is ~ • '!he rn'lll1her of panels of 
tq) am bottan lateral bracin:) is n. '!be areas of all the bottan 
lateral diagalallllf!!Thtrs shown in Fig. 14(a) are assumed to be equal. 
'!he loads am reactia1a actin;J oo the fractured am unfractured 
qirders are shewn in Fig. 15. '1he weight of the stnlcture is assumed 
to be 8R)lied as a l.mifcmn line load, w, at each qirder. '!he 
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resultant of the live loads is assumed to be at midspan. 'nle 
fraction of total live, L, plus ilrpact, I, load on the fractured 
girder is {J. 'Iherefore ?CIJH) am (1- ~) (IsH) are the resultant 
oonc:entrated live loads located at midspan of the fractured am 
lmfractured girders respectively. 'lhe lmfractured girder is 
supported at points A am B am the fractured girder 1 s supports are 
located at points c am D as shown in the figure. By synunetry I the 
resultin;J reactions at c am D on the fractured girder are equal. 
'lhe reactions are fourxi by Sl.1ltlll1iiq nanents about line AB alon:J the 
unfractured girder am are shown in Fig. 15. 
After midspan fracture ocx::urs, the force awlied to the bottom 
fl~ of the fractured girder on half the span by the bottcm lateral 
bracin;J diagonals is L F = F 1 + F 2 + F 3 as shown in Fig 1 s. 14 (b) am 
(c). Although the cross bracin;J may also apply supportin;J forces to 
the fractured girder these forces are ignored, which is consistent 
with the lo.r.rer l::looni approach (.§). 'lhe force [F calculated on the 
con:ii.tion of zero beJ'di.n;J nanent at midspan of the fractured girder 
is, 
1 [w9..2 @(Is+-I)~J LF = F + F + F = - - + 
1 2 3 d 8 4 
(3.1) 
'lhe summation of forces, LFBL' of each of the bottan lateral diagonal 
members on half the span is equal to GX:( LF) , where o( is the ratio of 
the len;Jth of a bottcm lateral diagonal member to the len;th of the 
panel. SUbstitutin;J this into Eq. 3.1, the forces in the bottcm 
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lateral diagonals must sum up to, 
(3.2) 
Forces F 1 am F 2 are each developed by two bottom lateral 
diagonals, one in tension am one in canpression as shown in Fig. 
14(c). '!be force F3 is developed by only one member in tension. 
studies s.hcvl that the forces in the diagonal vemhers decrease fran 
midspan to the erxi of the girder (.§, 1) • '!hat is F 1 > F 2 > F 3• 'lhus, 
for assumed equal areas of the diagonal liSllbers, the required area as 
governed by tension is deteJ:mined by the tension force in the 
diaqonals at midspan as shown in Fig. 14(c). Similarly the required 
area as governed by CXIt'pl:'eSSion is detennined by the cx::aupression 
force in the diagonal in the adjacent panel, as shown in the figure. 
consider 1 for l'lOW 1 only the tension force in the bottan lateral 
diaqonals at midspan. If all diagonals had equal forces, the force 
in the diagonal at midspan WOlld be that given in Eq. 3. 2 divided by 
n. To account for the increase in force in this diagonal as 
discussed above, Eq. 3.2 can be multiplied aqain by a coefficient v. 
Since the coefficient v is different for dead ard for live load 
effects, the coefficient can be separated into a coefficient for dead 
load, v0 , am a coefficient for live load, vL. 'lhus the dead load 
force, FBID' arrl live load plus inpact force, FBIL' in the tension 
diagonal at midspan are given by, 
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FBID • (3.3) 
(3.4) 
4d n 
'Ihe extreme values of v0 an::l vL can be detennined as follows. If 
the two girders are assumed to have infinite cross sectional areas, 
then c:::c:mpatibility requires that all bottan lateral diagonal members 
have equal forces (.§,1). In this case v0 = VL = 1.0. Silnilarly if 
the two girders are assumed to have zero cross sectional areas v0 = 
vL = n ani the tension force in the diagonals at midspan carry all of 
the loads. All other diaqonals have zero forces. In what follows, 
values of v0 an::l vL between these two lilnits will be established for 
practical ~il:der bridges. 
3. 2. 2 Required Area for Midspan Fracture 
As iniicated in Art. 2. 3, the approach used in this research for 
the after-fracture evaluation of an existirx] ~irder steel bridge 
is to determine the requirements of the altemate load path in terms 
of an RRF equal to m'lity. '!he follc::Min;J Ratirx] Factor for the 
Allowable stress Method was previously given in Eq. 1.1, 
RF= (3.5) 
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'1he stresses in the midspan bottan lateral diaqonals fran Eq' s. 3. 3 
am 3.4 are, 
0(~2 * ~ 
8dAaL n 
where Aar, • area of bottan lateral diagonal. 
SUbstitutin;J the abave equatialS into Eq. 3. 5, the RRF for the 
midspan bottan lateral diagonals is, 
RRF:::: 
v~ *-
n 
(3 .6) 
'!he required area is fa..lni by settirq the RRF equal to unity. 
Settin;J Eq. 3. 6 equal to cme, the required area, ~, of the bottan 
lateral diagonal members for midspan fracture is, 
(3. 7) 
'1he force, FBL' in the ccntrollirq midspan tension diagonal is 
fa..lni by DLlltiplyirq both sides of Eq. 3. 7 by the allowable stress, 
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(3.8) 
3. 2. 3 Appropriate v Factors 
Practical values of v0 am VL need to be determined by studyirx} 
existin:;J bridges. A CCl'1'lp.lter study was perfonned, usir¥1 the c::cmpiter 
lOOdel. based on the bridge in Ref. 10 am described in Art. 3.1, to 
determine the variation in v0 am VL for typical bridges with this 
configuration am midspan fracture irrposed. 
several bridges based on Ref. 10 were m::xiel.ed for c::cmpiter 
analysis, coverirq practical ran;res of span lerqth am rnnnber of 
panels of lateral bracin}, bit maintainin; the 18 foot girder spacin} 
of the bridqe in Ref. 10. 'lhe c::x:mprt:er IOOdel.s incl\XIed bridges with 
spans of 100, 150 ani 200 feet. 'lhe span lerqth to girder depth 
ratio ( 9;d) was kept constant at 15. 'lhe X -shaped bottan lateral 
brac:in;J is shown in Fig. 16(a). 'lhe same relative location of fl~ 
splice, at quarterspan, is maintained as shown in Fig. 16(b). 'lhe 
rn~.r of panels ani the assumed area, ~' of bottan lateral brac:in;J 
diagonals were varied in each lOOdel.. Details of the bridges used in 
the oomp..Iter study are shown in Table 2. Eighteen different cases 
are m::xiel.ed as shewn in the table. 
For midspan fracture, the bottom lateral diagonal in tension at 
midspan proves to· be mre critical than the governi.rg oc::atpreSSion 
member in the adjacent panels in all cases in the canputer study. 
'!hat is, Wer1 the tension diagonal is at its allO!Nable tensile 
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stress, the CX~~ptession diagooa1 is always below its allowable 
CX~~ptessive stress assnmin; that it is braced at mid-leJ'X11:h by the 
tensioo diagonal in that panel. 'Dlerefore parametric studies were 
perfo%111Sd to determine sillple expressions for v0 am VL for the 
tensioo diagonals at midspan for the above 18 cases. 
Values of v0 am VL \!ere ciJtained by substitutin; the values of 
F BID am F BLL fran the CXIIp.1ter o..rtp.It into Eq' s. 3 • 3 am 3 • 4. 'Ihese 
thirty six values of v0 am vL are plotted as a function of the 
stiffness parameter ~ am the number of panels, n, in Fig's. 17 am 
18. 
Where, ~ ~ = 3r 
o<. .ft.f 
'!he stiffness parameter, ~' is a functicn of the ratio of the axial 
stiffness of a bottan lateral bracin; diagonal member to the axial 
stiffness of the effective area, Af' of the bottan flarge, 
~, if = ~ + o.3Aw 
Af = Avaraqe area of a1e girder bottan fl.an;Je 
Ay = Area of gimer web 
Usin; a trial am error pt:ooedltre am maint:.ainin;J the ocn:U.ticn 
that the RRF DllSt equal mU.ty, the curves in Fig's. 17 am 18 were 
used together with Eq. 3. 7 to oc::upzte the points plotted in Fig's. 19 
am 20. '!he pt:ocednre is as follows. First an Aar, is assumed. With 
this value of Aar,, ~ is calculated am values of v0 am vL are 
obtained fraR Fig's. 17 am 18. 'lhese values of v0 am VL are then 
substituted into Eq. 3. 7 am the required Aai, is calculated. '!he 
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assunwad value of~ is then c:::atpared to the required value. 'Ihis 
process is continued until convergence of the assunwad ani required 
~. 'Ihis procedure is perfonned for the six canbinations of span 
len;th ani rn.nnber of panels used in the study as shown in Table 2. 
'nle coefficients v0 ani vL are plottEd for two assunwad values of 
allowable stress in Fig's. 19 ani 20 as a function of the three 
different span len;Jths used in the study, ani with two values of n 
for each span len;Jth. 
'nle straight lines shown in Fig's. 19 ani 20 represent a 
conservative best fit of the data points. '!hey can also be used to 
detel:m:ine the coefficients v0 ani vL for other practical span len;Jths 
ani allowable stresses. 'nle equations of these straight lines is as 
follows, 
v0 = 0.8 + 0.36X/fall 
VL = 0.8 + 0.36~fall 
where ~is in feet ani fall is in ksi. 
(3.9) 
(3 .10) 
Table 3 shows a oarpn-ison of the required ~ usin;J the data 
points in Fig's. 19 ani 20 to the results cirt:ained usin;J Eq's. 3.9 
ani 3.10. For rows *2 ani *4 the values on the rows labeled 
"oarp.zter analysis" were calculated usin;J the data points. 'nle 
values below these were cx::mp.rt:ed usin;J the coefficients v0 ani vL 
given by Eq's. 3.9 ani 3.10. A similar procedure is used to 
detel:m:ine the required areas in rows *1 ani *3. 'nle four levels of 
allowable stress were chosen to determine if Eq's. 3.9 ani 3.10 wculd 
provide results reasonably close to those obtained by c:xmp..rt:er 
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analysis for practical ~ of fall. 'nle sinplified equations 
result in OCI'1SerVative estimates of Aat,, ani are within 9% of the 
<XIJP,1t.ed value. 
'!be results of the equatioos for midspan fracture of one of the 
girders are checked for each of the six bria;Jes with the canbinations 
of span 1~ ani n shewn in Table 2. 'lhe required area of bottan 
lateral cii.aqala1 fran Eq's. 3. 7, 3.9 ani 3.10, usi.nq fall = 27 ksi, 
is inp1t into the c:x:mp.rt:er li¥X1el for each of the six canbinations of 
'!be resulti.nq bottcm lateral 
forces for the six brid;Jes ara shown in Fiq's. 2l(a) thl:u (f). '1be 
results of this c:x:mp.rt:er a.rtp1t are summarized in Table 4. '!be 
maxiD.ml tensile stress is below the allowable of 27 ksi for five of 
the six briajes as shown in Table 4A. 'lhere is a slight overstress 
in the 200 ft. bri.Cge with thirteen panels. As expected, the midspan 
tensile diagalal. is DDre critical than the cp.remin; oarpressian 
diagala1 for all six ~. '!he ratio of the maximum oarpressive 
stress to the maximJm tensile stress in a bottan lateral diagonal for 
each of the six briajes is shown in Table 4B. 
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3. 2. 4 critical Fracture Scenarios 
Evecyt.hin;J done up to this point considers only the case of 
midspan fracture of one of the girders. A computer study is now 
performed, usinj the computer 100de1 based on the bridge in Ref. 10 
ard described in Art. 3 .1, to detennine if there are 100re critical 
fracture scenarios than the midspan fracture. Fractures are 
introduced in panels other than at midspan on three of the six 
bridges. 'lhe area of bottan lateral diagonal used for each fracture 
scenario is the required area for midspan fracture as calculated in 
Eq' s. 3. 7, 3. 9 ard 3.10. Table 5 shCMS the results of this study. 
3. 2. 4 .1 Required Area as Governed by Tension 
Examination of Table 5A shows that the critical fracture scenario 
as governed by tension is either midspan fracture or fracture in the 
panel adjacent to midspan. 'lhe biggest increase in max:inn.nn tensile 
stress for a fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan is in the 100 
ft. bridge with seven panels. 'lhe increase is small (2%) ard the 
maxiJnum tensile stress is still below fall" 
A study is perfonned to detennine the effect of Am, on the 
difference in the maximum tensile stress between midspan fracture ard 
adjacent to midspan fracture. ower ard lower l:x:Jl.1ros of the required 
AaL for RRF = 1.0 for midspan fracture (Eq's. 3.7, 3.9, and 3.10) are 
inp.It into the computer 100del. 'lhe uwer ard lower bourxis are ±25% 
of the required AaL· '!he results of the stu:iy are shCMl in Table 6. 
'!he lower boord area results in an increase of 6. 3% in the max:inn.nn 
tensile stress of a bottan lateral diagonal. 'lherefore, to aCXlOlmt 
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for the possible increase in stress due to fracture in the panel 
adjacent to midspan, an amplification factor is needed. A 
c:onsavative amplification factor of ~ = 1.1 is suggested. 
'nle required area of bottan lateral diagonal as govenm by 
tension, for the critical fracture scenario, is obtained by IOOdifyirg 
Eq. 3. 7 by the amplification factor, 
Am,= (3 .11) 
where v0 an:i vL are calculated fran Eq's. 3.9 an:i 3.10. 
3. 2. 4. 2 Maximum canpressive stress 
Examination of Table SB shcMs that the critical fracture scenario 
as governed by CXDpl:eSSion is fracture in the first interior panel. 
'!his fracture scenario is studied for all six bridges with the 
results summarized in Table 7. Fran this data it can be seen that 
cx.ttpteSSion is JOOSt critical for shorter spans with higher values of 
o<. 'nle most critical case is the 100 ft. span with seven panels. 
It ImlSt rD1 be checked to see if o::upression govems for this 
case. 'lbe blcklirg lOOdel of the cunp:tession diagonal, oonsideri.n;J it 
to be braced at mid-length by the tension diagonal, is shCM1 in Fig. 
22. 'Dle force, PT' in the tension diagonal an:i the foroe, Per' in 
the cuupression diagonal are shown in the figure. 'Dle critical load, 
Per' of the CU11pression member abc:ut its in-plane axis is related to 
the tension member that braces it at the center. Tests have shown 
that When the two members have the same size an:i are made of the same 
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material, the tension member is equivalent to an unyieldirq support. 
(11). 'Ihus the canpression member OOc:kles into a full sine wave as 
shown in the figure, at a load, Per' equal to four tilres that without 
~center bracin; (11). 
'Ih.erefore, the 1~ of the column for the bucklin; nn:iel. of the 
canpression diagonal is taken as L, or half of the 1~ of the 
diagonal. '!he em of the canpression diagonal where it meets the 
tension diagonal can be considered a pinned em. '!he em which 
frames into the girder is a riveted, bolted, or welded connection. 
AASHro (].) reoamnen:m the foll~ effective len;Jt.h factors: 
K = 0. 75 for riveted, bolted, or welded connections. 
K = 0.875 for pinned ems 
'Ib be oanseiVative, use an effective lerqth factor of K = 0.875. 
'Ih.erefore, the effective len;th of the oaup:tession diagonal is taken 
as (0.875)L, where Lis half the 1~ of the diagonal. 
'!he 100 ft. span bridge with seven panels is checked to see if 
the maximum oaupr:essive stress in a bottan lateral diagonal as a 
result of fracture in the first interior panel exceeds the allowable 
oaupressive stress. Usin; the Operatin; Ratin; level ani assumin;J 
that the yield ~ is 36 ksi, the allowable stress for 
canpression in a ooncentrically loaded column is given by, 
fall,c = 21180 - 0.67(RI(r) 2 (3 .12) 
'!he forces in the battan lateral diagonals for the bridge with 
fracture in the first interior panel are shown in Fig. 23. '!he 
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maximum <XIll'pressi ve stress is, 
279 k 
f = = -17.4 ksi 
c 16.0 in2 
Equati.n:;J this stress with the allowable stress given by Eq. 3.12 
yields, 
or, 
17400 ~ 21180 - 0.67(RL(r) 2 
(RL(r) ~ 75 
'Iherefore the required radius of gyration for the bottan lateral 
diagonal is 1 
r > K /75 = (0.875) (138 in.)/75 = 1.61 in. 
'lhe required area as governed by tension (Eq's 3.9, 3.10, am 
2 3 .11) is 17. 6 in • 'lhe :roost ecarx:mical section based on this 
required area is, 
WI' 6 X 60, A= 17.6 in2 , ry = 1.57 in. 
'!his section is adequate for tension b.tt the miminunn radius of 
gyration (1.57 in) is slightly below the required value for 
oompression (1.61 in). 'lherefore, a fonm.lla needs to be developed 
for the maximum CXIllpressive force in a battan lateral diagonal. 
'lhe data fran Table 7 is fitted with conservative straight lines 
as a ~on of o<. am ~ in Fig. 24. 'lhe equation of these lines is, 
. fc ;t a. 
= ~c = o<(0.58 - 0.0014N 
ft 
(3 .13) 
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where fc =maximum ~ressive stress due to fracture in the first 
interior panel 
ft = maximum tensile stress due to midspan fracture 
'Iherefore, the maximum c::x:rrpression force in a bottan lateral diagonal 
for the critical fracture in the first interior panel is given by, 
(3.14) 
where, !c is given by Eq. 3.13 
FBL is fran Eq. 3.8, with v 0 ani VL fran Eq's 3.9 ani 3.10. 
'!he design ergineer can check if the existin:} bottan lateral diagonal 
is sufficient for this c::x:rrpression force. If retrofittin:} is bein:} 
considered, the section chosen to satisfy RRF = 1. o for tension 
(Eq's. 3.9, 3.10 ani 3.11) can be checked if it is satisfactoey for 
the :maxiJm.nn OOll'q?ression force given by Eq. 3 .14 • 
3. 3 I.oad Factor Method 
Figure 25 shc:Jws the lOOdel. used for the Load Factor Method with 
midspan fracture. It is assumed that all of the bottan lateral 
diagonals in tension are yielded ani that all of the diagonals in 
cx::aup:ression are b..tckled. 
3. 3 .1 Required Area for Midspan Fracture 
'lhe number of bottan lateral diagonals subjected to the total 
force 2)BL (Eq. 3.2), is (n+l)/2 as shown in Fig. 25. '!here is no 
need for a coefficient, v, because all the tension members haVe 
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yielded arxi carey the same load. 'Iherefore the dead load force, 
FB!D, arxi live load plus ilrpact force, FBLL' in aey tension diagonal 
are given by, 
F = BID 
-· nH 
2o<' 
F =- * 
BLL nH 
8d 
~[L+-!]9_ 
4d 
(3 .15) 
(3 .16) 
'Ihe foll~ Ratirg Factor for the Load Factor Method was 
previously given in Eq. 1.2, (~) 
RF= (3.17) 
In this case, 
cjsu = (fy) CAm) 
where fy = yield stress level 
'Iherefore the Redumancy Ratirg Factor (RRF) for the tension bottan 
lateral diagonals is foun:i by substitutin:J Eq's. 3.15 arxi 3.16 into 
Eq. 3.17, 
8d(nH) 
RRF = 
2 'Y L o<~(L+-I)~ 
'Ihe required area, ~' of bottan lateral diagonal for midspan 
fracture is foum by ~ the RRF equa1 to unity, 
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(3.18) 
3. 3. 2 Critical Fracture Scenario 
'1be critical fracture scenario which creates the maxilmJm tensile 
force in the bottan lateral diagonal members needs to be detennined. 
Figure 26 shc:Ms the m:Jdel. for the Load Factor Method for fracture in 
a panel other than midspan. It is assumed that all cuupression 
diagonals are blckl.ed and all tension diagonals are yielded on the 
short side of the fracture as shown in Fig. 26(a). '!he rDIIDher of 
tension diagonals to carry [F for the short span is [ (n+-1)/2 - i], 
where i is the I'Dnnber of panels fran midspan at which the fracture 
cxx:urs as shown in the figure. 
'!he forces and reactions actirJ; on the fractured girder, ignorin;J 
the cross braciD] forces, are shown in Fig. 26(b). '!he smmnation of 
forces, [F, 8R)lied to the bottan flan]e of the fractured girder by 
the bottan lateral braciD] cliagonals is calculated a1 the cx:n:titian 
of zero ben:iin;J 1IICIDet'lt at the point of fracture a1 the fractured 
girder, 
[F = [w~2(1/2-i/n)j - W/2(1/2-i/n) 2~2 + (l/2+i/n)~(LH) (1/2-i/n)~]l/d 
'Ihis equatioo can be sillplified to, 
2 [ w~ 2 [F = [1 - (2i/n) ] --;;-
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Fach of the yielded tensiat diaqonals on the short side of the 
fracture cany the same force. Sin::e the rnnnber of tension diagonals 
to cany i) is [ (nH)/2 - i] am LFm. = o<[F, the maxinn.nn force in a 
bottan lateral tensiat diaqonal for a fracture in the i 'th panel is, 
F = o< [1 - (2i/n) 
2
J [w~ 2 + (3CLI-~)~l 
BL [ (nH)/2 - i] 8d J (3.19) 
'lherefore, the anplificatiat factor, ~, to take into ac::cnmt the 
location of fracture is FBL :frc::m Eq. 3 .19 divided by FBL for midspan 
fracture ~ch is qiven by Eq. 3.15 plus Eq. 3.16, 
~ = [1 - (2i/n) 2] (n+1)/2 
[ (n+1)/2 - i] 
(3. 20) 
Table 8 shows the values of '! for different oanbinatiatS of n am i. 
'lhe max:i.m..nn, or very near to maximum, value of ~ ocx::urs in the i = 
(n-3)/2 panel. 'lherefore the critical fracture scenario for the Load 
Factor Method is fracture at i ... (n-3)/2 panels :fran midspan, or the 
first interior panel. 
3. 3. 2 .1 Required Area 
SUbstitutiJ'g i = (n-3)/2 into Eq. 3.20 yields, 
!max= 0.75{1 + 1/n) {2- 3/n) 
To take into aoco.mt that ~max is slightly larger than the value at i 
= (n-3) /2 for larger l1UIIiJers of panels as seen in Table 8, the al:xNe 
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Eq. is no:lified slightly, 
Lx = o. 77(1 + 1/n) (2 - 3/n) (3 .21) 
'Iherefo:re the required area of bottam lateral diaqonal is the value 
required for midspan fracture (Eq. 3 .18) multiplied by the 
anplification factor (Eq. 3.21), 
(3.22) 
'!he force, FBL' in each of the yielded tension diagonals is fOLlirl 
by :multiplyin;J both sides of Eq. 3.22 by the yield stress, fy' 
F = BL 
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3. 4 Serviceability Method 
'!he serviceability Method is only used to determine the 
requirements of the bottan lateral bracin;J system. '!he required 
area, ~, of bottan lateral diaqonal is determined to satisfy a 
(A~) lim. '!he design ergineer can choose the maximum pennissible 
deflection-to-span-len;Jth ratio he will tolerate. '!he serviceability 
Method will tell the en;Jineer the required ~ to limit the 
deflection to this value. If serviceability controls, the 
requirements of the cross bracirg ani top lateral bracirg are foun:i 
fran the Allowable stress Method equations usirq the value of F BL 
fran the serviceability Method. 
For the Serviceability Method it is assumed that each half span 
of the fractured girder remains straight after fracture. It is also 
assnned that there is no lateral displacement of the girders. '1he 
unfractured girder is asSJnned to remain straight. 'Ihe requirements 
of the bat:tclll lateral bracin;J system are first detexmined for the 
case of midspan fracture. 
Figure 27 shews the displacement relatia1Ships for the fractured 
girder ani the bottan lateral braci.n;. Fran Fig. 27 (a) it can be 
seen that, 
h 
= (3.24) 
2d 
where, h =horizontal displacement of fractured girder at midspan as 
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shewn in the figure 
6. = vertical displacement of fractured girder at midspan . 
Fran Fig. 27{b), the strain of the bottom lateral tension diagonal at 
midspan is, 
h/o< nh 
EBL = 0(9.;n = o<2 ~ 
'nle stress in the bottom lateral diagonal is, 
{3. 25) 
Coefficients, similar to v0 arxi vL in the Allowable stress 
Method, are needed for the Saviceability Method. 'nle coefficients 
for the serviceability Method are defined as r D for dead load arxi rL 
for live plus impact. '!he dead load force, FBID' arxi live load plus 
impact force, FBLL' in the bottan lateral tension diagonal at midspan 
for the serviceability Method are foum by replaci.rg v with r in the 
Allowable stress Method equations (Eq's. 3.3 ard 3.4), as follows, 
o<w~2 ro 
F = *-BID 8d n 
(3.26) 
F = 
c?<' ~(In-I)~ ro 
*-BLL 4d n 
(3. 27) 
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oivic:Un;J Eq's. 3.26 am 3.27 by Am, am substit.utin;J for fBL in Eq. 
3.25 gives, 
SUbstitutin;J this value of h into Eq. 3.24 gives, 
(3. 28) 
In the serviceability Method, the requirements of the alternate 
load path are detemined by satisfyin;J a A/~ limit. Solvirx] Eq. 3.28 
for the required area of bottan lateral diagonal, 
3~2 
Req'd Am.= ~ 2 [r0w~ + 2rL(3<L+-r> J (3.29) 16Erl d (A/Q) lim 
It was fourxl that it is easier to develcp equatialS for ( o<jn) r D 
am (o<'jn),(L than for rD am rL. 'lherefore liz>= ~/n)rD arxl ~ = 
(ce:/n)rL are substituted into Eq. 3.29, 
(3. 30) 
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3. 4. 2 AWroPriate u Factors 
SUitable values of rD ard rL are fellni for the 5ezviceability 
Method in a similar manner as v 0 ard vL were fellni for the Allowable 
stress Method. 'Ibis is done by obtai.nirg the value of .b. due to dead 
load fran the cx:arp.rt:er, substituti.rg it into Eq. 3.29 with the bridge 
data ard the dead loads only, ard solvin;J for ro for each of the 
eighteen cases shown in Table 2. 'nle same procedure is used to fini 
rL. 'Ihese thirty six values of rD ard rL are plotted as a function 
of the stiffness parameter, 1\, am n in Fig's. 28 am 29. 
A trial ard error procedure is used to determine values of rD ard 
r L for the study bridges for different cAA) limits. 'nle procErlure 
is as follows. First an ~ is assumed. With this value of ~' 1\ 
is calculated am values of rD ard rL are obtained fran Fig's 28 ard 
29. 'lbese values of rD ard .rL are then substituted into Eq. 3.29 ard 
the required AaL is calculated. 'lhe assumed value of Am, is then 
~ to the required value fran Eq. 3 .29. 'lhis process is 
continued until oanveJ:qenCe of the assumed am required Am,. 'Ibis 
procedure is perfoxmed for the six combinations of span len;Jth ard 
runnher of panels for AJi limits of 1/200 ard 1/300. 'lhe values of 
~ and ~ are fam:l fran~= (G?<jn)rD and~= (o<"jn)tL. '!he 
results are summarized in Table 9. 
'lhe maximum values of '1> ard ~ for each span len;Jth shown 
umerlined in Table 9 are plotted as 1/U versus span len;Jth for eaC'h 
Aj~ limit in Fiq's. 30 ard 31. 'lhe straight lines shown in Fig's. 30 
am 31 represent a conservative best fit of the data points. 'Ihe 
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equations of these lines is of the form, 
1 
= 0.5 + , 
llo 
1 
= 0.5 + <=r, 
llo 
(3 .31) 
(3.32) 
'!he equations for the slope of these lines, <;, am ~, as foun:l from 
a best fit of the data are, 
co= 0.03 - 7 X 10-5 (Q/A) 
CL = 0.035 - 7 X 10-5 (~/A) 
SUbstituti.rg these equations tor co am CL into Eq's. 3.31 am 3.32 
yields, 
llo= 
100 
50+ ~[3 - 0.007 J 
(D./~) lim 
100 
50+ ~[ 3.5- 0.007 J 
(b/~) lim 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
'lherefore, the required area of bottan lateral diagonal for 
midspan fracture is given by Eq. 3.30 with values of llo am~ from 
Eq's. 3.33 am 3.34. 
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3. 4. 3 Critical Fracture Scenario 
A CXIlplter study is perfonned to detennine the critical fracture 
scenario for the Sel:viceability Method. '!he critical fracture is 
defined as the cme which results in the maxiim.nn ern slope, e, of the 
brici;Je. Figure 32 (a) shows the case of midspan fracture. Fig. 32 (b) 
shows a fracture in a panel ather than midspan. 
3.4.3.1 Maximum Slope 
An anpl.ification factor, !e' for the increase in slope due to 
fracture locatiat is introc1ucecl, 
where, efs • qirder slc:pa due to fracture in a panel other than 
midspan 
emf • qil:der slope due to midspan fracture 
'Ihe ratio of deflection, 6fs' as a result of non-midspan fracture to 
the deflectiat, ~mf' as a result of midspan fracture is defined as 
~A. Fran Fig. 32, 
or, 
efs t =--
e 9 
~fs I (0.5 - i,ln)~ 
.6. mf I o.5~ mf 
l ~=--=-
1 - 2i,ln 
Examinatioo of the data fran the OCIIpJter . study an fracture 
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scenario for the Allowable stress Method reveals that the critical 
fracture scenario for max1mnn girder sl~ is fracture in the em 
panel. Fracture is introduced in the em panel of three of the 
bri&;es in the OCIIplt.er study. 'Ihe AaL used is calculated fran Eq' s. 
3. 30, 3. 33 ani 3. 34 for midspan fracture. '1hree values of Am, are 
calculated for eadl bria]e usin;J ~~~ limits of 1/100, 1/200 ani 
1/300. 'lbe reSults of the study are summarized in Table 10. 'lhe 
assumed value of (6/~ )lim is at the top of each column. 'lhe 
actual values of (6/~ ) fran the CCilp.1ter outpJt are shown in 
parenthesis in the column labeled midspan fracture. Equations 3. 30, 
3.33 ani 3.34 result in oa1Sei'Vative values of A/~ in all cases. 
'lbe values of is vary fran 1. 79 to 1. 57. 'Ihe folle11linJ equation 
is develq8i to fit the data, 
~ = 1.8 - 1.6/n 
'lberefore, the critical girder sl~ fran fracture in the em panel 
can be fam fran, 
ecr - ~emf = [1.8 - 1.6/n](2) (A,1) lim 
or, ecr • [3.6 - 1.6/n] (6 /i) lim (3. 35) 
Where, (6/~)lim is the Aj~ limit for midspan fracture. 
'lbe critical slope (Eq. 3.35) for fracture in the em panel for a 
given bria:;Je can be checksd based on the c:hcsen (6 t1) lim" 'lhe brick]e 
en:~ineer can decide if the critical girder slcp is satisfactoey 
based an sm:viceability CXX1Siderations. 
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3.4.4 SUitable c6J1) Limits 
A reasonable rarqe of (~/~)lim needs to be established. 'lbe 
lower bourxi of ( f:l.;~ ) lim is based on the existirg deflections in 
bridges. '!he deflection of the unfractured bridge is shown in Fig. 
33 (a). In the unfractured bridge the only deflection, /:lL' is due to 
live load because it is assumed that the bridge is cambered to equal 
the dead load deflection. 'lbe live load deflection-to-span-lerqth 
ratio is limited by AASHro (l) to 1/800. 
'lbe deflection of the fractured bridge is shown in Fig. 33 (b). 
In this case the (~/~)lim is based on ( .6-L + .60 ) 1 ~ . It is assumed 
that ~L I~ is equal to its limitirg value of 1/800. 'lherefore, if 
the dead load deflection, A0 , is equal to the live load deflection, 
AL, the total deflection-to-span-len;Jth ratio is, (1/800) + (1/800) 
= (1/400). 
Ha.rlever, in existin;J bridges the dead load deflection is usually 
significantly larger than the live load deflection. Assl.Imi.rg that Ax, 
is twice AL' 
~D + ~F 3 1 
= = ~ 800 267 
'nlerefore the lower bourd of (6/~) lim is suggested as (D.,;~) lim = 
(1/300). 
'lhe upper boun:i of C4-1) lim is based on the maximum ano.mt of 
deflection at which vehicles can still safely traverse the bridge. 
'Ihis limit is a matter of judgement an the part of the bridge 
en;rineer. A maximum value of (A;~) lim = 1/100 iS suggested in this 
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research. 
'lherefore it is su:JgeSted to use a (A/~ ) lim between l/100 ani 
l/300 for the Serviceability Method. 
3. 5 Resul.tirq ( t.;~) fran the ~ Methods 
For.nulas are now develc:pd for the ( 6Jl) values resultirg fran 
detexmi.ni.rq the requirements of the lx>ttan lateral bracin:;J by each of 
the stren;th methods. nrls will enable the bridge erXJineer to know 
the ( b. I~ ) correspordin;J to a required ~ based on stren:Jth 
considerations. If the result.i.rq (~/~) is too high in the opinion of 
the erXJineer, a new AaL can be detennined usin;J the setviceability 
Method equatioos with a satisfactory value of (Aj}) l.illl" 
3. 5.1 Allowable stress Method 
A f0111111a needs to be devel~ for the resul.tin;r (6/Q) fran the 
required area, Aat,' of bott.cm lateral diagalal.s for the Allowable 
stress Method. 'Dlis value of ( 6;.9,) can be detemined fran the 
Serviceability Method equatiaw (Eq's 3.30, 3.33 am 3.34). Solvin:] 
Eq. 3.3o for cAA> yields, 
'1he value of (A/~) can be fani by substitutin;J the~ fran the 
Allowable stress method equatiaw (Eq's. 3. 7, 3.9 and 3.10) into Eq. 
3.36. 'lhis requires a trial ani error procedure because the 
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equations for~ am Ur, (Eq's. 3.33 am 3.34) are also in tenns of 
(6/~). 
Another equation needs to be developed which will solve for (l1/~) 
without the need of a trial am error solution. '1be plots of rD am 
rL versus the stiffness parameter, ~' shown in Fig's. 28 arxi 29 are 
fit with conservative cuzves, 
~D = [ 1 + 0.55(n2 ~) ] 
~L = [ 1 + 0.30(n2 ~) ] 
SUbstituti.n;J ~ • AarJ ( o<.3~) into the above equation am sill'p1ify:in;J 
yields, 
-
Where ~ = Area fran Allowable stress Method (Eq. 3. 7) 
Af =Af+~ 
Af = Average area of one girder bottan flan;e 
~ = Area of girder web 
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'lberefore, the resul.t:in;J (A/~) for the Allowable stress Method is 
given by Eq. 3. 37. 'lhe equatioo is c::hecked for the six OC'IIIbinaticn; 
of span len;Jth am lllnnher of panels used in the oc:mp.rt:er studies am 
shewn in Table 2. 'lhe results are SJ'IIIIrMrized in Table 11. 'lhe first 
column shows the results c:bt:ained us:in;J Eq. 3.37. 'lhe secx:n:i column 
shows the results us:in;J the trial ani error~ with Eq's 3.30, 
3.33 ani 3.34 descrilJed above. 'lhe third column shows the results 
c:bt:ained fran the oarpiter c::utp1t fran the Allowable stress Method 
sbxly. Table 11 shows that Eq. 3.37 results in a oonservative 
estimate of (A/~) in all six cases. 
3. 5. 2 I.oad Factor Method 
An equatiem needs to be develqm for the resultin] ( ll I~ ) fran 
the required area, ~' of bottan lateral diagonals for the Load 
Factor Method. 'lhe equatiCX'l for (A~) is derived assrrmin;J that the 
bott.cm lateral diagalal. in the ern panel has just yielded. 'lhe 
equatioo is devel.qm with this assunptioo because the diagonal in 
the ern panel wlll be the last a1e to reach yield. 
Figure 34 shews the displaoemetlt:s of the fractured girder ani the 
bottan lateral system after fracture em a brid;Je with seven panels. 
In Fig. 34 (a) the displaoareuts of the bottan lateral system are 
shewn. 'lhe wessiem diagonals are aSSJDI!fld to be blckled. 'lhe 
horizattal. displacwnent of the bottan flarge at the fracture is 
aMIDDed as h as shown in the figure. 'lhe horizattal. displacements 
due to girder shart:enin;J em the fractured g~ are s 1 thrcuJh 
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s(n+l)/2 as shown in the figure. Sinoe no girder shortenin;J occurs 
between joint A ard the fracture, s1 = o. '!he horizontal 
displacements of joints F, G, H ard I an the \U'lfractured girder due 
to girder elorgatian are e1 , e2 , e(n-l)/2 ard e(n+l)/2 respectively. 
'!he force distrib.rt:ioo in the bottan lateral di.agonal.s is shown 
in Fig. 34 (b) • Fadl yielded tension diagonal carries the same force, 
(FBL) (Aa!,). '!here are (n+l)/2 tension diagonals to cany the total 
force, F, awlied to the bottan flal'¥38 of the fractured girder an 
half the span. 
Figure 34(c) shows the force distribltion alorg the girder 
flarges. 'lhe displacement, u, of joint B relative to joint A is (1), 
Where, N • sum of the forces awlied at joints B t.hra.lgh E 
E • Yam;' s !i:ldulus 
L • bay len;Jth ( 2;n) 
d - girder depth 
A9 • area of qirder 
Ig • D:DBilt of inertia of girder 
'lhe elcn;Jatial of the em bottan lateral diagonal needs to be 
fam since the equatioo for (A/~) is bein;J developed based on this 
l'I'BIIhp..r just readl.in;J its yield. Fran Fig. 34 (a), the elorgatian, 
eed' of the ern diagonal is' 
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8 ecl • ""0< [ h - 8 (n+1)/2 - 8 (n-1)/2 ] (3.39) 
Equaticm 3. 38, with values of N fran the force distributicm in 
Fig: 34(c), is used to calculate the values of s(n+1)12, e(n-1/2) ani 
[ FJ[n-%/2 ][.~][ 1 d2J s - - (2i) - - + -(n+1)/2 - n+1 = n A~ 4II:. (3. 40) 
[ F J [ n-3 (n-f,) /2 ~ [ ~ ] [ 1 d2 ] 8 (n-1)/2 = [n+~ --;- + f=l_ 2J -; A~+ 4I~ (3. 41) 
e = [ __:_] (n-3)[ j_] [ ~ + _!__] 1 
n+1 2n A~ 4I~ (3.42) 
'Dle girders of the br~ are na~rismatic. To take this into 
acx::omt, use an average area, Ag' ani DODel'lt of inertia, Ig' of the 
girders in the above equaticms. 
SUbstitut.in;J Eq's. 3.40 ani 3.41 into Eq. 3.39, the el~ticm of 
the end diagalal is 1 
1 
e .. -
ecl o<. [ F~ f~ [ 1 d~ [n-!/2 (n-k/2 n-~ h- - - - +- 2i + 2i +~ y u = = 2 
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'Ihe above fonmll.a can be simplified to, 
'!he len:Jth of a bottan lateral diagonal is eX: ~;n. 'lherefore the 
strain, Eed' in the eni diagonal is I 
Substitutin;J this into Eq. 3.43 yields, 
(3.44) 
Ass1..1Ini.rg that the eni diagonal has just reached the yield strain 
E Y = f..jE, the force in each bottan lateral diagonal is F BL = 
(~) (fy). Since there are (nH)/2 yielded tension diagonals, the 
total force, F, ~lied to the bottan flarqe of the fractured girder 
on half the span is, 
(3.45) 
Substitutin;J Eq. 3.45 into Eq. 3.44 with Eed = (fy)/ E yields, 
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Sol vin] for h am sinplifyin;, 
fv [ 2 (n+l) (n-2)AsL [ l h•_._ o<. + -
nE 4 Ag + 4~] J (3. 46) 
Fran the fractured girder elevation shewn in Fig. 27, (A/~) a 
(h/2d). SUbstituti.n;J h fran Eq. 3.46 yields, 
~ • fy~ [o<2 + (nH) (n-2) [ ~ ~ 2Fdn 4o( AaL Ag + 4::] J (3.47) 
'Iherefore the resultirx] (6/J.) for the Load Factor Method is given 
by Eq. 3. 4 7. '1his equation is checked to see the resultirq ( 6 1~ ) 
values for the six CX111binatiCI1S of span 1~ ani raJJDber of panels. 
'lhe results are summarized in Table 12. 'lhe resultin;J (A,/~ ) varies 
fran 1/183 to 1/275. As was the case in the Allowable stress Method, 
the shorter spans have a llm'8 severe (6/~) value. 
3. 5. 2 .1 Ratio of the Midspan Oiaganal strain to Yield strain 
It is important to krlr::M hew far past yield the midspan tensicm 
cliagonal.s have yielded. Fran Fig. 34(a), the elorgation, ~' of the 
midspan diaqonal. is, 
(3.48) 
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SUbstitutirg Eq. 3.45 into Eq. 3.42 yields, 
4o<nE 
(n-3) [-=- + d~l 
Ag 4IJ 
SUbstitutirg the above value of e1 ani h fran Eq. 3. 46 into Eq. 3. 48 
gives the elcn;Jation of the midspan diagonal, 
f\[2 2 ~[1 e = -.:i!. ex. + (n - n - 5) - -
m c::<nE 4 o< A g + 4::] J 
'!be strain of the midspan diagonal is, 
= J 1 +-f [ 1 
E 4o<3 
(3.49) 
'!be ratio of the mispan diagonal strain, E mi' to the yield 
strain, Ey, is foorn by dividirg Eq. 3.49 by E y = (fy)/E, 
End 
E y 
(3.50) 
Equation 3. so is used on the six canbinations of ~ ani n used in 
the cx:arp.rter studies. '!be results are summarized in Table 12. '!be 
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values of ( € uri fy) vary fran 1. 42 to 2. 21. 'lhese are reasonable 
values am show that the midspan diagonals are not too far past yield 
when the eni diagonal reaches the yield point. 
3. 5. 3 Ckmparison of Results 
'!he :resultirg ( b~) for both of the Stren;Jth Methods are c:x::atpn"ed 
for the six CCillbinations of ~ and n. '!he results are sununarized in 
Table 13. '!he load Factor Methcxi results in 1. 4 to 1. 5 times mre 
deflection than the A11C7.11able stress Method. 'lhese are reasonable 
results. '!he Allowable stress Method considers service loads an:i 
includes all the bottan lateral diagonals. '!he load Factor Method 
considers factored loads and ally the tension diagonals, all of which 
are assumed to be yielded. 
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4. ~ OF 'IHE Cla)S BRACn«; SYSTEM 
4 .1 Transfer of Forces to the Cross Bracirg 
'1he cross bracirg system must transfer the bottan lateral bracirg 
forces into the tcp lateral bracirg system. All the en::i am interior 
cross bracin;Js are assumed to be identical. CcllpJnents of the forces 
in the battcm lateral di.aga\als act on the cross bracirg. '1he forces 
fran the battan lateral d.iagalals actin;J on the \mfractured an:l 
fractured girders are u an:l F as shown in Fig 35 (a) • '1hese forces 
:rmJSt be develqm by the cross bracin;J system. 
It is assuned that the forces in the two diaqanal members of a 
cross bracin;J are equal, ooe in tension an:l one in c:anpression ·as 
shown in the figure. '1\lo configurations of cross bracin;J are 
examined in this researcb. Type A cross bracirg consists of x- or 
K-shaped cross bracirg as shown in Fig. 35(b). Type B cross bracin;J 
is K-shaped cross bracin; as shown in Fig. 35(c). 
Assnmi n;r that the forces in the two cross bracin;J diagonals are 
equal an:l qp:site, the force, FCEH, in the cross braci.rq horizontal 
an:l the force, FCBD, in the cross braci.rq diagonals for Type A cross 
braci.rq are qiven by, 
ltllere ·~ ... 
F = CBD 
kd(U+F)/2 
kd(U-F)/2 
1~ of a cross braci.rq diagonal 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
len]th of a cross braci.rq horizontal (girder spaci.rq) 
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For Type B cross brae~ the fm:oes are given by, 
F = U CHI 
FCBD = kd(U-F)/2 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
'Dle farce, FCBD' in the cross bracin,;J diagonals is identical for Type 
A am Type B cross bracin:]. 
4. 2 Allowable stress Method 
4. 2 .1 Cross Brae~ Forces for Midspan Fracture 
'Dle initial develq•usnt of the requirements of the cross bracin:] 
system for the Alla,mble stress Method c:xrsiders a'lly the case of 
midspan fracture of one of the girders. '1be fm:oes in the bottan 
lateral diagonals for a brid:]e with five panels are shown in Fig. 
36{a). 'lbe farce, FBL' is the force in the tensioo diagonal at 
midspan due to midspan fracture. 
'!he force, FBL' in the OCI'ltrollin; midspan tension diagonal was 
given by Eq. 3.8, 
(4.5) 
Where v0 ard vL are given by Eq's. 3.9 am 3.10. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, 4>ti ani 4>ci shaNn in Fig. 36(a) are 
less than Clle ani decrease frail midspan to the en:i of the girder. 
'!he critical cross brae~ for midspan fracture are the cross 
bracin;Js at either side of the fracture as shewn in Fig. 36(a). 
'!he o ••Ia& Its of. the fm:oes in the battan lateral diagonals 
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ac:tirq at the critical cross bracirq location are shown in Fig. 
36 (b) • Frau the figure, 
U = FBL[l + ~tlJkH 
F = FBL[l - ~c1JkH 
(4. 6) 
(4. 7) 
1~ of a cross braci.rg horizart:al (girder spaci.rg) 
1~ of a bottan lateral diagonal 
'Ihe force, F CEll' in the cross braci.rg horizart:al. ani the force, 
F CBD' in the cross bracirq diagonals for Type A cross braci.rg are 
fam:i by substi~ Eq's. 4.6 am 4. 7 into Eq. 4.1 ani Eq. 4.2, 
'!be product ~d can be sinplified to, 
len;Jth of a cross bracirg diagonal 
~ = ~d = lerqt:h of a bottan lateral diagonal 
SUbstituti.n;J this into the abaYe equaticn for F CBD yields, 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
'Ihe foroes for ~ B cross bracin:J are fooni by substitutin;J 
Eq's. 4.6 am 4. 7 into Eq's. 4.3 am 4.4, 
(4.10) 
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'Ihe force, F CBO' in a bottan lateral d.iaga1a1 is the same for r:rype A 
am r:rype B cross bracin:J am is qiven by Eq. 4. 9. 
ExandnatiCI'l of Eq's. 4.8 am 4.10 reveals that FCEII is a t'unc::tian 
of <<l>u - ~01) for r:rype A cross bracirq am a t'unc::tian of cptl for 
'IYPe B cross bracin;J. EquatiCI'l 4. 9 for F CBD is the same for 'IYPe A 
an:l 'tYPe B cross bracirq an:l is a furx:ti.an of <<l>u + ~01) • 
All of the CXIlplter a.rt:p.rt for the forces in the bottan lateral 
diagalals due to midspan fracture, fran the CXIlplter sbxiies in 
Chapter 3, is gathered to detennine the variation of <Ptl' <<l>tl - <l>c1> 
an:l <<l>u + ~cl) • '!he data is SIIIJIII!8rized in Table 14. '!here are 
three values of ~ used for each OCIIIbinatian of span len;Jth an:l 
number of panels. '!he middle value, area required for RRF = 1. o, is 
fam:i fran Eq's. 3. 7, 3.9 an:l 3.10 with fall = 27 ksi. '!he resultirq 
bottan lateral forces for the six bria;Jes with these areas were shown 
in Fiq•s. 2l(a) thru (f). '!be ather two areas are an \JR)er bolJrrj, 
designated RRF > 1.0, an:l a lower bc:A.lni, RRF < 1.0. Examinatiat of 
the data in Table 10 shows that, 
maxtmm cPu due to dead load - 0. 78 
maxipnn cPu due to live load = 0.87 
maxiDilJD (cpU- <Pel) due to dead load ,. 0. 70 
maximDD <<Pu- ~01) due to live load = 0.53 
maxi111DD <cPu+ cb01) due to dead load =- 1.20 
max:im.lm <<Pu+ ~01) due to live load • 1.60 
To be OCI'lSerVative, and reoognizin;J that dead load has a greater 
influence than live load, the foll~ values are cbosen, 
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~tl = 0.80 
<l>tl- ~c1 = 0.70 
~tl+ <~>c1 • 1. 30 
'lhese values are substituted into Eq's. 4.8 thl:u 4.10 to give the 
equaticms for the maximnn cross bracin; forces due to midspan 
fracture, 
~A: FCEII = 1.35Cl)lm) 
~ B: FCBH = 1.80Cl)f'm) 
~A am ~ B: Fceo = o.6SCVm) 
Where, FBL is fran Eq. 4.5 
4. 2. 2 other Fracture SCenarios 
( 4 .11) 
(4.12) 
(4 .13) 
Examinatiat of the c:x:mp.rt:.er data fran the fracture scenario st\l:iy 
dcne in Olapter 3 reveals that midspan fracture is critical for the 
cross bracin:J horizattal. am cross bracin:J di.aga1al. '1he maxiJmJm 
values of FCEH am Fceo are in the cross bracirgs adjacent to midspan 
for the case of midspan fracture. 'Blerefore, the maximnn forces in 
the cross lJracin1 for any fracture scenario are given by Eq' s. 4 .11, 
4.12 ani 4.13. 
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4. 3 Load Factor Method 
'Ihe force, FCiii, in the cross braci.r:g horizontal is given by Eq. 
4 .1 for Type A cross braci.r:g arxi Eq. 4. 3 for Type B cross braci.r:g. 
The force, FCBD, in the cross braci.r:g diagonal is given by Eq. 4.2 
for Type A arxi Type B cross braci.r:g. 'Ihe cross braci.r:g forces are 
first developed for the case of midspan fracture. 
4. 3 .1 Cross Braci.r:g Forces for Midspan Fracture 
'Ihe bottcm lateral diagonal forces for the Load Factor m:xlel for 
a seven panel bridge are shown in Fig. 37(a). As previously noted, 
all of the OCil'pr'eSSion diagonals are assumed to be blckl.ed arxi all 
the cx:anpression diagonals are assumed to be yielded. 
'Ihe force, FBL' in each of the yielded tension diagonals as shown 
in Fig. 37(a) is foum by multiplyi.r:g each side of Eq. 3.18 by the 
yield stress, fy, 
F = BL (4.14) 
'Ihe critical cross braci.r:g locations are adjacent to midspan as 
sh<Jr,m in Fig. 37 (a). 'Ihe c::atp:mel1ts of the forces in the bottcm 
lateral diagonals acti.n;J at the critical cross bracin;J location are 
sh<Jr,m in Fig. 37 (b) , 
'Ihe forces on the cress braci.r:g for Type A cress braci.r:g are foum by 
substitutirg the above values of u arxi F into Eq' s. 4.1 arxi 4. 2, 
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FCBH = 1.5(kHFBL) 
FCBD = 0.5(VBL) 
(4.15) 
( 4 .16) 
Silnilarly, the forces for 'IyPe B cross bracirq are found by 
substitutin;J into Eq' s. 4. 3 am 4 • 4, 
FCBH = 2.0(kHFBL) 
FCBD = 0.5(VBL) 
4. 3. 2 critical Fracture scenario 
(4.17) 
Now the fracture scenario which creates the maxiJm.nn force in a 
bottan lateral diagonal is investigated. It was shcMn in Section 
3.3.2 that the critical fracture is in the first interior panel as 
shcMn in Fig. 38 (a). '!he anplification factor for this fracture 
scenario, ~max' is given by Eq. 3.21. 'Iherefo:re the force FBL,max' 
resultirq fran fracture in the first interior panel is FBL due to 
midspan fracture (Eq. 4.14) multiplied by ~max (Eq. 3.21), 
!maxo<~ 'V 'V 
FBL max= ~BL = [ 1DW~ + 2 1 L~(L+-I)] 
I 4d(nf-l) 
( 4 .18) 
where \ax= o. 77(1 + 1/n) (2 - 3/n) fran Eq. 3.21 
Upon examination of the bottan lateral diagonal forces shcMn in 
Fig. 38 (a) , the critical cross bracin;J is either the first interior 
(AC) or em (BD) cross braci.rx]s. '!he CCI11,POl'lei'l of the forces in the 
bottan lateral diagonals actin;J on the cross bracirq are shown in 
Fig. 38(b) for the first interior system am in Fig. 38(c) for the 
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ern cross bracirq. 
'1be forces en the cross bracirq members are fami by substitutin:J 
the values of U am F in Fig's. 38(b) am (c) into Eq's. 4.1, 4.2 am 
4. 3. 'Ihese forces are shown under the cross bracirg systems in 
Fig's. 38(b) am (c). Ex;uninaticn of these forces reveals that the 
first interior cross bracirq is critical for the cross bracirg 
horizontal am the ern cros&J bra.cirq is critical for the cross 
bracirq di.agalal. 'lherefore, the maxim.Dn forces for ~ A cross 
bracin;J are given by, 
Fall· VBL [Jmax + o.scpt] 
F CBD = 0. 5 Ckxf'sJmax> 
'!he maxinun forces for Type B cross bracin;J are, 
FCIII = VBL [Pmax +. ~t] 
Fcm = 0.5(kxf'mL> 
( 4 .19) 
(4.20) 
( 4. 21) 
CC'IIprisat of the equatia111 for F CBD for fracture in the first 
interior panel, Eq. 4.20, with the equaticn for FCBD for midspan 
fracture, Eq. 4.16, shows that fracture in the first interior panel 
is critical for the cross bracin;J diagalals. 'lhis is because ~ is 
always greater than a1e. 'lberefore the maxiJium force in a cross 
bracinj diagalal for ~ A am ~ B cross bracin;J is given by Eq. 
4.20. 
CCI!parisat of Eq1s. 4.19 am 4.21 with Eq's. 4.15 am 4.17 
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reveals that it is not clear \obidl fracture is critical for the cross 
bracinj horizcmtal. For Type A cross bracinj midspan fracture 
controls if, 
~max+ 0.5 ~t 5 1.5 (4.22) 
Fbr Type B cross bracin; midspan fracture controls if, 
(4 .23) 
'1hese limits need to be cbecked for the practical rarqe of number 
of panels, n. Fran Fiq. JS(a), two yielded tensia1 diagonals an the 
short side of fracture each carry inaxFm,• '!here are (n-1) tensia1 
cliagalals to carry the loads a1 the 1CD;l side of fracture. Assnme 
that the tensiCI'l diaqalals a1 the la'l1 side of fracture carry the 
same total as the two yielded tensia1 di.agcnal.s am ignore the 
CCiipLe&SiCI'l lllfllllt:lers em the len;, side of fracture. 'lben assumin;J each 
tensia1 di.agctlal a1 the la'l1 side of fracture carries the same force, 
'!he lilllits given by Eq's. 4.22 arxi 4.23 are dlec:ked for the practical 
rarJ3e of n ani the results are summarized in Table 15. 
Fran Table 15, !max + 0. ~t > 1. 5. 'lherefore the fracture in the 
first interior panel is critical for the cross bracinj horizontal for 
Type A cross bracin;J. SUbstitutin;J a oonseiVative estimate of 1.6 
for \ax+ o.~t into Eq. 4.19, the maximJm force in a cross bracirq 
horizart:al for Type A cross bracirq is, 
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Fem- L 6<Vm) (4.24) 
Fran Table 15, ~max+ ~t < 2.0. 'lherefore midspan fracture is 
critical for the cross bracirq horizart:al for 'lyPe B cross bracirq. 
'1he maxinum force in a cross bracin;J horizontal for Type B cross 
bracirq is given by Eq. 4 .17. 
In Sl'DIIMty, the maxim.lm c:::x::mpressian force in a cross bracin;J 
diagonal for 'lyPe A ani 'lyPe B cross bracin;J is given by, 
len;Jth of cross bracin;J diagonal 
len;Jth of battan lateral diagonal 
(4.20) 
F BL .. Bott.an lateral diagonal foroe due to midspan fracture 
(Eq. 4.14) 
~ • AD;Uificaticm factor for fracture in a panel other than 
midspan (Eq. 3.21) 
'lhe maximDD CXIIpLes&iCI'l farce in a cross bracin:;J horizaxtal is given 
by, 
'lyPe A: F em = 1. 6 <Vm) 
'lyPe a: F em = 2. o <Vm.,> 
where kH = 
lergth of a cross bracin;J horizart:al. 
len;Jtb of a battan lateral diagonal 
FBL = Fran Eq. 4.14 
(4.24) 
(4.17) 
'1he brid;Je en;ineer can check if the existirq cross bracin;J 
members are sufficient for these maximum carpressian forces. If 
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retrofittinq is :beinq considered, a section can be selected which 
does not exceed the allowable stress for this c:x:mp:ression force. 
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5. REXJ]IREMENIS OF 'IHE 'lOP lATERAL BRACING SYSTEM 
'!he same assunptian used for the distribution of forces in the 
cross bracirg diaganal.s is used for the top lateral bracin;J 
diaqanals. It is assumed that the forces in each of the top lateral 
bracirg di.agonal.s in a panel are equal 1 one in tension am one in 
ccmpressian. 
5.1 Allowable stress Method 
'nle forces fran the cross bracirq diagonals are transferred to 
the top lateral bracirg system. As for the cross bracirq diagonal 1 
the critical fracture for a top lateral bracirq di.agonal. is midspan 
fracture. 'ltle forces actin;J on the bot:tan lateral diagonals of a 
bridge with seven panels am midspan fracture are shown in Fig. 
39(a). '!he ~ factr.>rs shown in the figure decrease fran midspan to the 
ern of the girder as previQJSly -ooted. '1he free body force diagrams 
of the cross brae~ result.in; fran these bot:tan lateral diagonal 
forces are shewn in Fig. 39(b). 
'!he ~lied loads en the top lateral bracirg fran the cross 
brae~ are shewn in Fig. 40(a). '!he sum of the forces carried by 
eadl panel's top lateral diaganal.s is faun in a mamer similar to a 
shear force diagram of a beam am is shewn in Fig. 40(b). '!he 
gec:aetric o"(anent1 ~~ fran Fig. 40(a) di~ because the sum 
of the top lateral di.agonal.s llllSt equal (~)*(forces applied to the 
tcp lateral bracirg) for equilibrimn. Fran this diagram it can be 
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seen that there are no forces in the tc.p lateral bracirq diagonals at 
midspan. Also, the sum of the forces of tc.p lateral bracirq 
diagonals in a panel other than midspan is identical to the sum of 
the forces of the bottan lateral diagonals in the same panel. 
5 .1.1 Maximm Ccll'lpression Force 
Fran the diagram in Fig. 40(b), the maxilmlm forces carried by two 
diagonals is in the panel adjacent to midspan ani is equal to <<l>tl + 
~ 01) FBL. Sirna the tc.p lateral diagonal forces are assumed to be 
equal each diagonal carries o.s(~tl+ ~01)FBL' cme in tension ani cme 
in CX\14):tessiat. 
In the st:u:iy done for the cross bracirq, it was detennined that 
the maxill'lml value of (~tl+ ~01) is 1.3. 'lherefore the maxilmim 
CX\14)ressiat force, F TL' in a t:q) lateral diagonal is given by, 
or, (5.1) 
'Where, F BL = Battcm lateral diagonal force due to midspan fracture 
<&l· 4.5) 
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5. 2 Load Factor Method 
'!be forces from the cross bracing diagonals are transferred to 
the top lateral bracing system. As for the cross bracing diagonal, 
the critical fracture for a top lateral diagonal is fracture in the 
first interior panel. 'Ihis fracture creates the maxilllum bottom 
lateral tensile force, FBL,max = ~~BL· '!he forces acting on the 
bottom lateral diagonals of a bridge with seven panels are shcMn in 
Fig. 4l(a). '!be tensile diagonals on the short side of fracture are 
yielded ani the CXlll'pression diagonals are buckled. It is assumed 
that none of the diagonals on the lon;;r side of fracture are yielded 
or buckled. '!he free body diagrams of the cross bracin;;rs resultin;;r 
fran these bottcan lateral diagonal forces are shown in Fig. 4l(b). 
'!be applied loads on the top lateral braci.rq fran the cross 
bracin;Js are shown in Fig. 42 (a) • '!he sum of the forces carried by 
each panel's top lateral diagonals is shown in Fig. 42 (b) • From this 
diagram it can be seen that there are very small top lateral forces 
in the panel with fracture. Also, the maximum top lateral forces are 
in the erxi panel next to the fracture. 
5. 2 .1 Maximum caupression Force 
Fran the diagram in Fig. 42 (b) , the maximum forces carried by two 
diagonals are equal to ~ma>f'BL· Since the top lateral diagonal 
forces are asstnned to be equal, each diagonal carries 0. 5 C}~ m,> • 
'Iherefore the maxi:mum compressive force, FTL, in a top lateral 
diagonal is given by, 
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Where, 
FTL = 0.5(~~m) (5.2) 
F BL = Bottan lateral diagonal force due to midspan fracture 
(Eq. 4.14) 
~max= An'plificatian factor to take into ac:xx:Alllt fracture 
location (Eq. 3.21) 
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6. EXAMPIES 
'!he formulas developed in Chapters 3, 4 ani 5 are used to 
dete:nnine the requirements of the alternate load path for the bridges 
used in the CCillplter study. Table 2 provides details of span 
1~, rn.nnber of panels, etc. one worked example of the 100 ft. 
span with seven panels is presented to show how the formulas are 
used. 'Ihe worked exanple is shown for all three of the Redundancy 
Rat.irg methods. '!he results fran the other five combinations of span 
len:fth arx:l mnnber of panels are given ani discussed. 'Ihe followin;J 
assumptions are used for all exanples. 
6 .1 Assumptions 
Vehicular I.oadirg: An HS20 truck is used for live plus ilrpact 
loads. '!he HS20 truck is foum to be the critical vehicular loadi.rq 
for spans up to 200 feet when the truck loadin;J is replaced by an 
equivalent concentrated load at midspan. 
Traffic lanes loaded: one traffic lane is loaded. 
Allowable stresses: '!he allowable stresses for the Operatil'q 
Ratil'q level are used, 
Tension: fall = o. 75fy 
Compression: fall,c = 21180 - 0.67(RI/r) 2 
I.oad Factors: Load factors of 1.1 for dead load arxi 1. 3 for live 
load are used. 
Inpact Factor: An impact of 30% is used. 
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Liln:itirg Deflection: 'lbree different values of ( ll; l) lim are 
investigated. '!be three values used o::Ner the rarge of values 
presented in Art. 3.4.4. 'Ihe values used are (.6/~ )lim = 1/100, 
1/200, an:i 1/300. 
6.2 Worked Example: 100 ft. span: n = 7 
'!be first step is to determine the unifonn line load w and the 
equivalent concentrated live load plus ilnpact, ~(LH), act~ on the 
fractured girder. 'Ihe dead load of the bridge is as follows, 
weight of concrete = 5.40 k,lft 
weight of steel = 1.14 k/ft 
weight of future wearin;J surface= 0.62 k/ft 
Total = 7 .16 k/ft 
'!be dead load is assumed to be applied as a unifom live load, w, on 
each girder, 
w = 0.5(7.16) = 3.58 k/ft 
Figure 43 (a) shews the locatioos of the lines of wheels on the 
bridge. one lane of HS20 truck loadin:J is applied 1.5 feet fran the 
face of the cw:b ~). 'Ihe fraction of truck load,~, actin:;J on the 
fractured girder is found fran the influence line shcMn in Fig. 
43 (b) 1 
~ = 0.5(1.194 + 0.861) = 1.03 
Figure 44(a) shows one lane of HS20 truck loadin;J applied to the 
fractured girder. '1he truck is positioned lcn;ritu:linal.ly so that the 
center of gravity of the truck is at midspan. 'lherefore the girder 
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reactions are identical, as shoWn in the figure. 'Ihe total live load 
force, F1 + F2 + F3 = FL' acting at the level of the fractured girder 
bottan flan;re is calculated on the con:lltion of zero berdin:J ll'Ol'l\e11t 
at midspan, 
(FL) (6.67) = {36)(50) - (32) (8.4) 
FL = 229.6 k 
Us:ir:g the {3 factor camputed above, the force FLat midspan becomes, 
FL = (1.03) (229.6) = 236.5 k 
'!he live load plus impact force, FL+-I' is fouro by applying the 
assumed 30% impact factor, 
FL+-I = {236.5)(1.3) = 307.5 k 
'!he truck load is rD~ replaced by an equivalent concentrated 
load, ~(Li-I) , at midspan as shown in Fig. 44 (b) which will create the 
same total force Frn-r Fran Fig. 44(b), 
[~(~I)/2](50) = (307.5) {6.67) 
or, E3CL+-I) = 82.0 k 
'!he next step is to calculate the len:fth ratio terms DC, ~ am 
kx,· '!he tenn o< is the len:fth of a bottan lateral diagonal divided 
by the len:fth of the panel. 
len:fth of panel = ~/n = 100/7 = 14. 29 ft 
For a girder spac:ir:g of 18 feet, 
lergth of bottan lateral diagonal= [(14.29) 2 + (18) 2) 112 = 22.98 
'!hen, o( = (22.98)/(14.29) = 1.61 
'!he tenn ~ is the lergth of a cross brac:ir:g horizontal (girder 
spacing) divided by the len;Jth of a bottan lateral diagonal, 
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~ = 18.0/22.98 = 0.78 
'Ihe term ~ is the length of a cross bracirg diagonal di vide:i by 
the length of a bottom lateral diagonal. For a girder depth of 6. 67 
ft. arx:l spacirg of 18 feet, 
1~ of cross bracirg diagonal = [ (6.67) 2 + (18) 2 ]112 = 19.20 ft. 
'!hen, ~ = 19.20/22.98 = 0.84 
'!his exanple data for the 100 ft. span bridge with seven panels, 
alOll:J with the data for the other five combinations of span lerqth 
am mnnber of panels found in a similar manner, is summarized in 
Table 16A. 'lhis data is used for all three Redun:iancy Ratin;J 
methods. 
6. 2 .1 Allowable stress Method 
For a yield stress level of fy = 36 ksi, the allowable stresses 
for the Operatin;J Rati.n;J level are, 
Tension: fall = o. 75fy = 27 ksi 
Compression: fall,c = 21180 - o.67(R!Ir) 2 
6. 2 .1.1 Midspan Fracture 
'Ihe required area, Am,, of bottom lateral diagonal for midspan 
fracture is given by Eq. 3. 7. 'Ihe values of the coefficients v0 arx:l 
vL are fourrl from Eq' s. 3. 9 ani 3.10 ( ~ is in ft.) , 
v0 = 0.8 + 0.36(100)/27 = 2.13 
VL = 0.8 + 0.18(100)/27 = 1.~7 
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SUbstituting into Eq. 3. 7, the required area, AaL' of bottan lateral 
diagonal is' 
(1.61) (100) 
~'d AaL a [(2.13) (3.58)(100) + 2(1.47) (82.0)] 
(8) (6.67) (7) (27) 
or, AaL = 16.0 in2 
'lhe maxinum forces in the cross bracirg are given by Eq' s. 4 .11 
ani 4.13. 'lhe force, FBL' in the bottan lateral diagonal at midspan 
is foon:l fran Eq. 4.5, 
(1.61) (100) 
FBL • ---- [ (2.13) (3.58) (100) + (2) (1.47) (82.0)] = 432.6 k 
(8) (6.67) (7) 
Substi:tutirg into Eq's. 4.11 am 4.13, the maxi.mum force, FCEII, in a 
cross bracirg horizontal ani the maximum force, FCBD' in a cross 
bracirg diagonal are, 
FCBK = (1.35)(0.78) (432.6) = 455.5 k 
FCBD = (0.65) (0.84) (432.6) = 236.2 k 
'lhe maxiliiJIII cx::uptessive force, FTL' in a t:q:> lateral diagonal is 
fcund fran Eq. 5.1, 
FTL a (0.65)(432.6) = 281.2 k 
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6. 2 .1. 2 Critical Fracture Scenario 
'!he critical fracture scenario for maximum force in a bottom 
lateral diagonal is midspan fracture or fracture in the panel 
adjacent to midspan. An cmplificatian factor of ! = 1.1 was 
suggested to take into aooa.mt the possible in::rease in stress due to 
fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan. 'lhe.refore the required 
area, ~' of bottan lateral diagonal is the required area for 
midspan fracture multiplied by~= 1.1, 
Req'd ~ = (1.1) (16.0) = 17.6 in2 
'!he critical fracture for maximum cx:arpressive stress in a bottan 
lateral diaqonal is ~ in the first interior panel. An 
cmplificatiCI'l factor, ~, was devel~ to acc:D.ll1t for this. 'Ihe 
cmplificatioo factor, ~, fran Eq. 3 .13 is, 
~ = 1.61[0.58- 0.14(100)] = 0.71 
'lherefore the maximum cxmpressive force, Fmc in a bottom lateral 
diaqonal fran Eqo 3 ol4 is 1 
Fmc= (0.71) (432.6) = 307.1 k 
'!he critical fracture for the cross bracin} D\eJih!rs am the t:ql 
lateral bracin} diaqonals is midspan fracture. 'lhe.refore the maximum 
forces in the cross ·bracin} ani t:ql lateral bracin} are those given 
for midspan fracture in Art. 6.2.1.1. 
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6.2.1.3 Resulting (~~) 
'lhe resulting (6/~) fran the Allowable stress Method is given by 
Eq. 3. 37. '!he effective area, Af' of the bottan flarqe is foun:i fran 
the data given in Table 2, 
[
2.5 + 1.87~ 
Af m Af + 0.3 ~ - (18) 
2 
J + (0.3) (80) (0.5) = 51.4 in2 
SUbstitutirr:j this into Eq. 3.37 yields, 
(100) 2 
= -------
(16)(29000) (6.67) 2 ~ (1.61) 3 o.5J 2 +- (3.58) (100) + (7) (16.0) 51.4 
~2(1.61) 3 o.J --- +-- {82.0) {7) 2{16.0) 51.4 1 = 273 
'!he Allowable stress Method results in a (A,1) of 1/273 for the 100 
ft. bridge with seven panels. 
6. 2. 2 I.oad Factor Method 
6. 2. 2 .1 Midspan Fracture 
'!he required area, Aat.,' of bottan lateral diagalal. for midspan 
fracture was given by Eq. 3 .18, 
(1. 61) (100) 
Req'd Aat.. = [(1.1)(3.58) (100) + 2{1.3) (82.0)] 
{4){6.67){8){36) 
or, Aat., • 
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'1he max:im.nn forces in the cross bracin;J are given by Eq' s. 4 .15 
am 4.17. '!he force, FBL, in the bottan lateral diagonal at midspan 
is foom fran Eq. 4.14, 
F = BL 
(1. 61) (100) 
4(6.67) (8) 
[(1.1) (3.58)(100) + 2(1.3) (82.0)] = 457.9 k 
SUbsti.tutin:J the above value of FBL into Eq's. 4.15 am 4.17, the 
maxiDum force, Fall' in a cross bracirq horizontal am the maxiJm.nn 
force, FCBD' in a cross bracirq diagonal are, 
Fall = (1.5)(0.78) (457.9) = 535.7 k 
FCBD • (0.5) (0.84)(457.9) = 192.3 k 
'lhe maxiDum force, FTL' in a tcp lateral diagonal due to midspan 
fracture is fomi fran Eq. 5.2 withcut the anplification factor, 
Imax' 
FTL • (0.50)(457.9) • 229.0 k 
6. 2. 2. 2 Critical Fracture scenario 
'!he critical fracture scenario for maximum forces in a bottan 
lateral diagonal ani the cross bracin;J is fracture in the first 
interior panel. '!he value of the amplification factor ~' is fourxi 
fran Eq. 3.21, 
~max = 0.77 (1 + ~7) (2- 3/7) = 1.38 
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'Iherefo:re the required area, ~' of bottan lateral diagonal is the 
required area for midspan fracture multiplied by ~max = 1. 38, 
Req'dAar., = (1.38)(12.7) = 17.5 in2 
'lhe maxi1un forces I F CBD am F CEll' in the cross bracin:] due to 
fracture in the first interior panel are foom fran Eq's. 4.20 am 
4.24, 
FCBD = (0.5)(0.84) (457.9)(1.38) = 265.4 k 
FCBH = (1.6)(0.78)(457.9) = 571.5 k 
'Dle maximJm force, FTL' in a tc.p lateral bracin;J diagonal is 
famd fran Eq. 5.2, 
FTL = (0.5)(1.38) (457.9) = 316.0 k 
6.2.2.3 Resulti.r¥1 (ly~) 
'!he resulti.r¥1 (6/~) fran the Load Factor Method is qiven by Eq. 
3.47. 'Dle area, Aq' and Dauent of inertia, Iq' of the qirder are 
famd fran the data in Table 2. An average value of Aq ani Iq are 
used, 
Aq = (80) (0.5) + (2) (18) (2.19) = 118.75 in2 
Ig = (1/12)(0.5)(80) 3 + 2(18)(2.19) (41.1) 2 = 1.54 X 105 in4 
S\Jbsti'b..ltin] into Eq o 3 o 4 7 yields 1 
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(36) (100) 
-------
2 (8)(5) [ 1 (82.2) 2 J (1.61) + (12.7) +----
2(29000) (6.67)(7) . 4(1.61) 118.75 4(1.54xl05 ) 
1 
or, = 
183 
'!he ratio of the midspan diaqonal.s strain, Em:i, to the yield 
strain EY, is given by Eq. 3.50, 
or, 
1 [ 1 . (82.2)
2 J 1 + ---(49- 7- 5) (12.7) +----
4(1.61)3 118.75 4(1.54xl05) 
End = 
E y 
1.55 
6.2.3 Set:viceability Method 
If the stren;Jth methods result in a larger (6/i) for midspan 
fracture than the chosen (4/ ~)lim' serviceability controls. When 
serviceability controls, the required area, AaLr of the bottan 
lateral diagonals is detennined fran the (A I~ ) lim usin;J the 
Set:viceability Method equations (Eq's. 3.30, 3.33 arrl 3.34). '!he 
requirements of the cross bracin; arrl top lateral bracin; systems are 
detennined fran the Allowable stress Method equations usin; the value 
of FBL fran the se:tviceability Method. 'Ibis is because the Allowable 
stress am Set:viceability Methods use the same 100del. considerin; all 
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of the bottan lateral diagonals. 
'lhe required ~ fran the serviceability Method considers only 
midspan fracture. 'Dlis value of ~ ImlSt be oc:mpared to the required 
area for the critical fracture scenario in the Allowable stress 
Method (Eq. 3.11). 'lhe larger of these two values determines the 
requirements of the bottan lateral diaganals. 
'1hree different values of ( b.j~) liln are chosen to illustrate how 
the serviceability Method is used with the strength methods to 
detennine the requirements of the bottan lateral bracirg system. 'Ihe 
three values a:Ner the lilnits of (A;~) lim established in Art. 3. 4. 4. 
'lhe :resultirg (6/ ~) for the strength methods were presented in 
.Art. 3.5.1 for the Allowable stress Method an:i Art. 3.5.2 for the 
load Factor Method. For the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels the 
strength methods resulted in the followi.n;J values of (A/~): 
6. 1 
Allowable stress Method: ~ = 273 
(6.1) 
A 1 
Ioad Factor Method: = ~ 183 (6.2) 
6.2.3.1 (Aj~)lim- ~100 
'!his is a lower bcAmi of (A/~) liln an:i is abalt as 1lllCh deflection 
as shall.d be tolerated. In this case the maxiJmml slope due to 
fracture in the en:l peme1 fran Eq. 3. 35 is' 
0 ecr • [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (~100) = 0.034 rad - 1.93 
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Fran Eq' s. 6.1 ani 6. 2, bath the load Factor ani Allowable stress 
Methods result in less deflectioo than (AJX>lim = 1/100. 'lherefo:re 
either method may be used to detennine the requirements of the bottan 
lateral bracin:;. 'lhe followin;J required areas, ~' for midspan 
fracture have been found, 
Allowable stress Method: ~ = 16.0 in2 
load Factor Method: ~ = 12 0 7 in2 
'lherefo:re the smaller AaL ( 12.7 in2) fran the load Factor Method 
oantrols. Fran Art. 6. 2. 2. 2, the required area for the critical 
fracture in the first interior panel is 17.5 in2 • 
6.2.3.2 (A/~)lim = 1/200 
'1he maximm slope due to fracture in the em panel is given by 
Eq. 3.35, 
0 ecr - [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (1/200) = 0.011 rad = 0.97 
In this case the deflectiat (1/183) resulting fran the load 
Factor Mathcd (Eq. .6.2) is greater than the (~/~)lim- 1/200. '!he 
deflectioo (1/273) resulting fran the Allowable stress Method (Eq. 
6.1) is less than the (A/~) lim" 
'lherefo:re, with ( Aj~) lim = 1/200, the Allowable stress Method 
oantrols ani the required area for midspan fracture is 16.0 in2 • 
Fran Art. 6.2.1.2, the required area for the critical fracture 
scenario was foorn to be 17. 6 in2 • 
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6.2.3.3 (Afl>lim = 1/300 
'!his is the upper l:x:mx:1 of (Aj~) lim am is the most restrictive 
(A/~) lim. 'nle maximum ern slope due to fracture in the errl panel 
fran Eq. 3. 35 is, 
ecr = [3.6 - (1.6)/7] (~300) = 0.011 rad = 0.64° 
In this case the deflections resultin;J fran the load Factor 
Method (1/183) am the AllCMable stress Methcxl (1/273) are greater 
than the (A/9.) lim" 'lberefo:re, sezviceability controls. 
'nle required area of bottan lateral diagonal is foun:l f:rcm Eq. 
3.30. 'nle values of the coefficients llo am ~ are foun:l fran Eq's. 
3.33 am 3.34, 
100 
llo = = 0.71 50 + (100)[3- o.oo1 1 (1/300)] 
100 
~ = = 0.53 50 + (100)[3.5- o.oo1 1 (1/300)] 
SUbsti.t:utirr;J these values of llo am ~ into Eq. 3.30, the required 
area, ~, of :bottan lateral diagonal is, 
~= 
or, 
(1. 61) 2 (100) 2 
[(0.71) (3.58)(100) + 2(0.53) (82.0)] 16(29000)(7)(6.67) 2 (~300) 
2 ~ = 18.4 in 
'!his is the required area for midspan fracture. '!his area must 
be ocmpared to the required area for the critical fracture scenario 
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in the Al.lc:Mable stress Method (17.6 in2). Since 18.4 in2 > 17.6 
in2 , the area required for the Serviceability Methcx:l is also 
satisfactoey for strength considerations with fractures other than at 
midspan. 'lherefore, with (A/Q) lim = 1/300, the Serviceability Method 
oaltrols am the required Aat, is 18.4 in2 • 
For this case where seiViceability OCI'ltrols, the requirements of 
the cross bracin;J am t:q) lateral bracin;J systems are detel:mi.ned fran 
the Allowable stress Method equations. '1he force, F BL is fooni by 
nultiplyin;J Aat, by the allowable stress, fall, 
FBL = (18.4 in2) (27 ksi) == 496.8 k 
'1ha maxinDD forces in the cross bracin;J are given by Eq's. 4.11 
am 4.13, 
FCBK • (1.35)(0.78)(496.8) • 523.1 k 
FCBD • (0.65) (0.84)(496.8) • 271.3 k 
'1ha maxinDD force, FTL' in a t:q) lateral c:li.aga1a1 is found fran 
Eq. 5.1, 
FTL = (0.65)(496.8) = 322.9 k 
6. 3 Ad:ii.ticnll. EXaDples 
'1he fornulas develcpad in Olapters 3, 4 am 5 are cq:plied to the 
other five OCIIIbinatians of span len;th arxi irumber of panels in 
a&iitiat to the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels. '1he data for 
eadl of the six bria;Jes is Sl:rmmarized in Table 16. 
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'lhe results of the required AaL ani the forces in the al temate 
load path for each bridge are summarized in Tables 17 ani 18 for the 
Allowable stress ani Load Factor Methods respectively. 
6. 3 .1 Di.scussia'l of Results 
Evami natia1 of Tables 17 ani 18 reveals that the Load Factor 
Method results in a lower required ~ for all six bridges. '!he 
cross bracin;J ani top lateral bracin;J forces for the 100 ft. spans 
are very close for both ~ methods. For lcn;;rer spans, the Load 
Factor Method results in DJCh lower cross bracin;J ani top lateral 
bracin;J forces. 
Table l9A snJJIMrizes the required Am, ani resultin;J (A/~) for 
midspan fracture for both the strerxJth methods. 
6.3.1.1 <Af~>ltm- ~100 
Evaminatia'l of Table 19A shows that all of the resultin;J values 
of (A;~ )lim are belc:M ~100. 'lberefore &elViceability is nat a 
factor if (AJ~)lim is c:ilosen as ~100. Table 19B shows the required 
~ for the critical fracture scenario. EXamination of the table 
shows that the IDad Factor Method gcvems in all six cases with a 
smaller~· 
6.3.1.2 (~~)lim= 1/200 
All of the deflectia'lS are less than 1/200 eJ«::ePt for the Load 
Factor Method with the 100 ft. span with seven panels as shcMn in 
Table 19A. In this case the !Dad Factor Method CXX'ltrols for all of 
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the bridges except the 100 ft span with seven panels. 'Ihis bridge is 
controlled by the Allowable stress Method because it results in 
acceptable deflectioos. 
6.3.1.3 (A/~)lim = 1/300 
Table 19A shows that the I.oad Factor Method results in 
unacceptable deflections in all six cases. 'lhe Al.lc:Mable stress 
Method governs for the 150 ft am 200 ft spans. 
Sezvioeability CCiltrols for the 100 ft spans when this 
restrictive (A;~ )lim is used. '1he required Am, fran the 
Sezvioeability Method is sha.m in the battan :t""C:M of Table 19A. 'Ihese 
values of Am, llllSt be OCilpll:'ed to the value of Am, for the critical 
fracture scenario tran the Allowable stress Method. 
For the 100 ft span bridge with five panels the critical fracture 
for the Allowable stress Method controls because 20.7 in2 > 18.1 in2 
as shown in the table. For the 100 ft span brici;Je with seven panels 
the Sezvioeability Method CCiltrols because 18.4 in2 > 17. 6 in2 as 
shown in the table. 
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7. VERIFICATICN OF 'lHE AUI'ERNATE IOAD PA'IH ~ 
'nle equaticn; developed for the requirements of the alternate 
load path in Olapters 3 1 ·4 am 5 need to be dlecked on a three-
di:mensiooal. bridge 100del.. '!he 100del. used to develop the equations 
considered the bottan lateral diagalal.s to be the only system 
available to develop the forces released at the fracture. '!he areas 
of the cross bracirq cliaga1als am the top lateral bracirq -were 
reduced to nearly zero (0.001 in2). '!he DXlel was then adjusted to 
prevent acy relative m:wement between the two qil:aers so that the 
forces in the battan lateral diaqanals cx:W.d be develqm. 
7.1 Q::up.rt:ar ~ 
'lhe oc:apit:er m::ldel. for the verificatioo study 1lllSt JOOre closely 
apprcodmate the real behavior of the bridge. 'lherefore the DaDel'lt of 
inertia of the unfractu:red girder bottan flan;e is redllCEri frcm 
practically infinite (106 in4) to its actual value. '1be areas of the 
battaD lateral diagaW.s 1 cross bracirq horizcmtal.s 1 cross bracirq 
di.agalals am 1:q) lateral d.iagcnals fran the equatiaw develcped in 
Qlapters 3 I 4 am 5 are inserted into the CCIIplter lOOdel. 'D1i.s is 
dale for each of the three methods. '!he resultirq forces an:i 
deflectioos are examined to see if the equations developed for the 
requirements of the alternate load path are satisfactory. 
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7. 2 Allowable stress Method 
'!be forces which IIL1St be carried by the members of the alternate 
load path are SllllUIIarized in Table 17. Members are dlosen whidl are 
capable of can:yin;J these forces withoot exceedin:;J the allowable 
stresses. 'lhe areas of these members are i.np.rt: into the oc:arp.rter 
lOOdel.. 
'!he same assmptions in Art. 6.1 used for the exant:>les are used 
for the verification stooy. It is asSJnned that the steel has a yield 
stress of 36 ksi am the allowable stresses of the Operatin;J Patin:J 
level are used. For the Operatin;J Ratin;J level with steel of 36 ksi 
yield strergth the allowable stresses are, 
Tensicn: fall = o. 75 fy = 27 ksi 
~ession: fall,c • 21180 - 0.67(RL(r) 2 
(7 .1) 
(7.2) 
'!he required area, Aat,, of bottan lateral bracin;J am the forces 
which DIJSt be carried by the alternate load path ment'ers for midspan 
fracture are sa'II!!Mrized in Table 17A. 'lhe 1JISDihers chosen to carey 
these forces without exoeedin; the allowable stresses qiven by Eq' s. 
7 .1 and 7. 2 are sumarized in Table 20. 'nle areas of these '!Df!IDbem 
are inplt into the CXI1plter JOOdel and midspan fracture is intrcduced. 
'!he results of the CXIIplter cut:p.1t are summarized in Table 2lA. 
In the table ft,max is the maximnn tensile stress in a 'll'ft'J\bar am 
fc,max is the maximJm c:x:IIIJl08SSive stress. '!he allowable cxmp:ressive 
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stress, fall,c is foun:i fran Eq. 7 .2. 'Ihe.re is a slight cverstress 
in the bottan lateral tension diagonals at midspan for the 150 am 
200 ft spans. '!he stresses in all the other menhers of the alternate 
load path are below their allowable stress as shown in the table. 
'!he stresses in the cross bracing diagonals am top lateral diagonals 
are significantly below fall,c as shown in the table. 
7. 2. 2 Critical Fracture SCenarios 
'Ihe only nanbers affected by DMJVement of the fracture location is 
the bottan lateral diagonals. Midspan fracture ·is the critical 
fracture scenario for all ather membP..rs on the al tm:nate load path. 
'!he required area, Aar,' of the battan lateral diagonals for fracture 
in the panel adjacent to midspan are shown in Table 17B. Also, the 
maximJm. o:mpression force, F BI.c' in a battan lateral diagonal due to 
fracture in the first interior panel are shown in the table. Members 
are chosen to satisfy the required Aar, wit.hcut exceedin;J the 
allowable cx:llp%'eSSive stress. 
'lhe areas of these members are inp.It into the oc::mp.rt:er mdel. 
Both critical fracture scenarios are il!p"SEri. First a fracture is 
iJTOSErl in the panel adjacent to midspan to see if the maxi1111nn 
tensile stress, ft,max' in a battan lateral diagonal exceeds the 
allowable tensile stress, fall" Secon:i, a fracture is imposed in the 
first interior panel to see if the maxiDa:un <XIlllpl:eSSive stress, 
fc,max' exceeds the allowable CC1llpl:essive stress, fall,c" 
'lhe results of the cx:atp.Iter ootplt are summarized in Table 21B. 
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For the case of fracture in the panel adjacent to midspan, there is a 
very slight overstress in a bottom lateral diagonal in tension for 
the 200 ft span bridge with 13 panels. It appears that the 
cmplification factor, ! = 1.1, will result in adequate values of ~ 
for arrt fracture scenario. 
'!he maximum campressive stress, fc,max' in a bottom lateral 
diagonal due to fracture in the first interior panel is much less 
than the allowable campressive stress, as shown in the table. 
'!he maximum campressive stress, f , in the cross bracin] 
c,max 
horizontals are all below the allowable campressive stress as shown 
in the table. 'Ihe stresses in the cross bracirg diagonals ani top 
lateral diagonals are not shown in Table 21B because they are 
significantly below fall,c as was the case for midspan fracture. 
7. 2. 3 Discussion of Results 
'!he Allowable stress Method equations developed in Olapters 3, 4 
an:i 5 for the requirements of the alternate load path gave 
satisfactoJ:y results in the verification study. '!he stresses in all 
of the alternate load path members are below the allowable, except 
for a slight overstress in the midspan diagonal in the 150 ard 200 ft 
spans. 
One interestin:J outoome of the verification study is the 
resultin;1 stress level in the cross bracin:J am top lateral 
diagonals. '!he equations developed in Olapters 4 ard 5 for the 
requirements of these members result in stresses significantly below 
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fall,c' as sham in Table 21A. 'Ihe low stresses in these mpmhen; is 
the result of neglectin; the cross bracin; forces in the derivation 
of the equations. 
Figure 45(a) shc:Ms the forces am reactions actin; on the 
fractured girder in:::l~ the forces fran the cross bracin;. 'Ihe 
downward cross bracin; shears in the panels without fracture tern to 
reduce the total force, [F = F 1 + F 2 + F 3 + F 4 , acti.rq at the 
fractured gimer bottan flan:Je. 
'lhe forces F2 , F3 am F4 shown in Fig. 45(a) are greatly reduced 
by the downward cross bracin:;J shears. 'lhe force F 1 remains 
~tely the same because the upward cross bracin:;J shears in the 
panel with fracture oamteract:s the reductiat in [F due to the 
downward cross bracin:;J forces in the other panels. 
'lherefore, the bot:tca lateral diagonal. forces in the panel with 
fracture are ~tely the same whether the cross bracin:;J forces 
are included or nat. However, the battan lateral diaganal. forces in 
the panel with fracture are greatly :reduced by the downward cross 
b:racirq shears. '!his explains why the equatia'lS far the midspan 
tensiat c:liagala1s give rea.scnsble :results while the equatiatS for the 
maxim.ml o::up:essive stress in the em panel cliaqonal due to fracture 
in the first interior panel greatly overestimate the force. 
'lhe forces in the bottan lateral bracirq diaganal.s are shown in 
Fig. 45(b). '1he force ~tlFBL is greatly reduced because of the 
downward cross braci.rx] shears. 'Ihe forces fran the bottan lateral 
diaganal.s actin;J on the cross bracin; are shown in Fig. 45(c). 'Ihe 
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force acti.rJ;J a1 the unfractured girder, U, is greatly reduced because 
of the reductioo in <Pu F BL. 
'1he asaJIDSd force distril::utia1 between the cross braci.n;J members 
was given by Eq's. 4.1 and 4.2, 
'lhe cross bracirq horizcnt:al force, FCEH' is a function of (U+F). 
'lhe cross bracirq diagonal force, FCBO' is a functia1 of (U-F). 
'lba values of (U+F) and (U-F) are c::x:upared for the t.\\10 different 
OCIIplter 'IDC'rlel s used. 'lhe sillplified model described in Art. 3 .1, 
whidl was used in the develqaent of all the equations, and the 
verificatioo study m::del. described in Art. 7 .1 whidl iool.l.ded the 
cross braci.n;J and tq> lateral braci.n;J. '!he results are summarized in 
Table 22. 
As expected, there is a great reducticm in u fran the si.nplified 
mdel to the verification stu:!y mdel. '!here is also a slight 
in::rease in F as sham in the table. 
Frail Table 22, (U+F) is decreased slightly (4-16%) while (U-F) is 
rednc:ed signifiamtly (37-43%). '1hi.s explains why the equatia1 for 
the force in the cross bracirq horizontal (Eq. 4.24) gives good 
results while the equatiat for the force in the cross braci.n;J 
diagalals (Eq. 4.20) is very Cla'lSerVative. 
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7. 3 load Factor Method 
Verification of the Load Factor Method is perfol:1Ded an the 150 ft 
span bria;Je with seven panels of lateral bracin;J. For verification 
of the Load Factor Method, the bottan lateral diaqanals in 
c:x::apressian are assumed to be blckl.ed. 'Iherefore anly the tension 
cli.agalals are included in the CXIlplter D¥Xlel.. For the tension 
diagooals assumed to be yielded, the yield force is awlied in place 
of the lllf!l'l'ber. 
'Ihe required area, ~, of bottan lateral bracin;J ani the forces 
'\tobich DL1St be carried by the altemate load path members for the case 
of midspan fracture are summarized in Table 18A. Bottan lateral 
diaqa1al membem are dlosen to satisfy the required ~ ( 14. a in2) • 
cross bracin;J ard top lateral diagcmal members are chosen 'lohlch cany 
the forces shown in Table 18A withalt exa!Erlin;J the maximum axial 
<XIiipl:eSSiCI'l stress 1 
(7.3) 
'!he 'JDE!!!Dhers chosen are shewn in Table 23A. 
'!he areas of these 'IMJ'a era are inp.It into the oc:up.rt:er DX:ldel am 
midspan fracture is i.ntroduced. It is assumed that a'lly the midspan 
tensicm di.agalal.s are yielded. 'lherefore, the yi~d force, Fy, is 
introduced in place of the midspan diagonals at these locatioos, 
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Fy = CAaL> (fy) = (14.9) (36) = 536.4 k 
'lbe :results of the c::onprt:er outp.It are shc:Mn in Fig. 46. All of 
the bottan lateral forces shc:Mn in Fig. 46(a) are less than the yield 
force, Fy = 536.4 k. 'lhe assmrption that the midspan tension 
diagonals yielded Im.lSt now be checked. 'lbe deflections of the bottom 
lateral system at the midspan panel are shc:Mn in Fig. 46(b). 
From Fig. 46(b) the elon;Jation, end, of the midspan tension 
diagonals is, 
21.43 18 
end = (0.84 + 0.11) + (0.99 - 1.17) 
27.99 27.99 
ttlerefore the strain, € nd' in the midspan diagonals is, 
End = 
(27. 99) (12) 
(0.612) 
-3 
= 1.82 X 10 
= 0.612 in 
'lbe strain, End' in the midspan diagonal shcW.d be greater than the 
yield strain, EY = (fy)/E, if the assumption that the midspan 
diagonals are yielded is correct. 
E y 
f 
= J = 
E 
36 
29000 
-3 
= 1.24 X 10 
E ~ ~ nd = 1. 82 X 10 > E y = 1. 24 X 10 
'!herefore the assumption is correct arrl the Load Factor Method is 
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verified for the requirements of the bottan lateral diagonals. 
'Ihe forces in the cross bracin; am tcp lateral bracin; are shown 
in Fig's. 46(c) am (d). 'lhe maxinum forces in all these vembers are 
all bel0fo17 the forces shown in Fig. lBA fran the Load Factor Method 
equatia'lS for midspan fracture. 'Ihe results are SIJliiMrized in Table 
23B. 
7. 3. 2 critical Fracture SCenario 
'!he critical fracture scenario for the Load Factor Method is 
fracture in the first interior panel. 'lhe required area, ~' of 
bottan lateral diagonal am the forces which DllSt be carried by the 
members of the alternate load path are Stumnarized in Table 18B. 
Battan lateral diagonal members are chosen to satisfy the required 
~ (20.4 in2). cross bracin; am tcp lateral bracin; members are 
chosen which carey the forces shewn in Table 18B without exoeed:in;J 
the maximum axial c::x::atpreSSicm stress given by Eq. 7. 3 • '!he lDf!!Tb?rs 
chosen are SUIIIDarized in Table 24A. 
'Ihe areas of these venters are inplt. into the OCIIplter 100del am 
fracture is .intnxinoed in the first interior panel. It is first 
a..c;s~llllf!d that the tension diagonal in the first interior panel has 
yielded am that the rest of the bottan lateral tension diagonals 
have nat readled yield. 'Ihe OCIIplter aitp1t proved this assunpt.ian 
to be wren; as the strain, end, of the diagonal in the first 
interior panel was less than the yield strain. 
It is new asStllllf!d that l'XI1e of the bott;an lateral tension 
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diagonals are yielded. '!he results of the ccmp1ter output are shown 
in Fig. 47. '!he yield force, Fy' for the bottom lateral diagonal is, 
Fy = CAaL) (fy) = (20.8) (36) = 748.8 k 
All of the bottom lateral diagonal forces shown in Fig. 4 7 (a) are 
less than Fy = 748.8 k. 'lherefore, none of the bottom lateral 
diagonals have reached yield. 
'!he forces in the cross brac.in;J arxi top lateral brac.in;J are shown 
in Fig's. 4 7 (b) and (c) • '!he maxiJmnn forces in all these nenbers are 
all below the forces shown in Table 18B from the Load Factor Method 
equations for the critical fracture scenario. '!he results are 
summarized in Table 24B. 
7. 3. 3 Discussion of Resu1 ts 
'!he mdel. used in the development of the Load Factor Method 
equations assumes that all of the cc::trpreSSion diagonals are buckled 
arxi the tension diagonals are yielded. '!he verification study on the 
150 ft span bridge with seven panels showed that the equations 
developed for the requirements of the al teJ:nate load path in Olapters 
3, 4 arxi 5 are conservative. 
In the verification study for midspan fracture, only the midspan 
tension diagonals reach the yield point. For the case of fracture in 
the first interior panel, none of the bottom lateral diagonals 
reached yield. 'lherefore, the equations for the Load Factor Method 
result in conservative values for the requirements of the alteJ:nate 
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load path members. 
7. 4 Sezviceability Method 
'n1e deflections fran the Allowable stress Method CXIlplter sb.Klles 
are examined to determine the effect of the two different CXIlplter 
lOOdel.s en the magnitu3 of deflections. Table 25 summarizes the 
fractured qirder deflecticn at midspan for the case of midspan 
fracture. 'Ihe first :rc:Jfrl showB the deflecticn resultirq fran the 
s.bplified m:XJel (Art. 3.1) used in the develqment of the alternate 
load path requirements in Olapters 3, 4 am 5. '!be secxni :rc:Jfrl shows 
the deflecticn resultirq fran the CXIlplter model used in the 
verificatiat study (Art. 7 .1) • 
Examinaticn of Table 25 reveals that the deflections fran the 
verificatiat study are extremely close to the values fran the 
siJ!tllified oarp.Iter mdel. '!he deflections in the verification study 
are cnly 4-8% higher. 'lherefore, this verifies the equations for 
serviceability developed in Art. 3.4. 
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8 .1 Conclusia1S 
'Dlis paper presents the cax:.ept of Redurrlancy Ratin] of 
two-giroer steel bridges. 'lbree different Redurrlancy Ratirq methods 
are presented. 'Dle stl:'ergth methods are the Allowable stress Method 
arxi the Ioad Factor Method.· 'lhe thil:d method is the Sezviceability 
Method which is based an a limitirq deflectian-to-span-len;Jth ratio. 
'lhe requirements of the a1 ternate load path are determined usirq each 
of the three methods. 
'lhe bridqe ocnfiguratian stu:lied in this researc:b is based an the 
bridqe in Ref. 10 as shewn in Fiq. 8. Six CXIIIbinatiaw of span 
length and rulD'lk)er of panels as shewn in Table 2 are investigated. 
Equatia'lS for the requirements of the altemate load path members are 
develqai by each of the Redurrlancy Ratirq methods. 
It is faJl'Xl that the Ioad Factor Method results in the lCINeSt 
required area, Am,' of battan lateral diagalals for all cases. 'lhe 
Allowable stress Method results in a higher required Am, arxi less 
deflectian. 'lherefore, the method which controls the Redurrlancy 
Ratirq of a qiven briaie depen:1s an the lilnitirq deflection-to-span-
lel'XJth ratio, (A/~) lim" 
lbm a large am:::ult of deflectia1 is tolerated, ( .6,1~) lim ... 1/100, 
the Ioad Factor Method gcYenlS for each canbinaticm of span lergth 
arxi ru111'ber of panels. ltllen less deflection is allowed, cA;i.) lim = 
1/200, the Ioad Factor Method still oontrols for five of the six 
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CXIDbinations of ~ani n. '1he Allowable stress Method controls for 
the 100 ft span bridge with seven panels because the load Factor 
Method results in deflectioos greater than (Af1) lim= 1/200. 
lbm a very restrictive (A;~) lim of 1/300 is dlosen, the load 
Factor Method results in excessive deflections for all cases. '1he 
Allowable stress Method controls for the 150 ani 200 ft spans. '1he 
5eiViceability Method becares a factor for the 100 ft spans wnen this 
restrictive (A/~) lim is used. 
For the 100 ft span brid;Je with five panels, the critical 
fracture for the Allowable stress Method controls. For the 100 ft 
span bria;Je with seven panels, the serviceability Method controls. 
'lherefore, the serviceability Method controls for ally one bridge, 
even with the very strict limitatia1 of caA> lim = 1/3oo. 
It is cxrx::luded that the serviceability Method is not a factor 
far the bridges studied in this research. '1he requirements of the 
altemate load path can be fcon by each of the st::ren;1th methods. If 
the rasultin;J ( A/~) frail the laid Factor Method is satisfactory to 
the br~ erqineer, the toad Factor Method CXI'ltrols. If the load 
Factor Method results in a ( A 1 .i ) 'Whicn is Dn"e than the bridge 
en;ineer can tolerate, the Allowable stress Mathcd detennines the 
requirements of the altmnate load path ~_rs. 
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a. 2 Recx::Jmmermtions 
'!his thesis presented the concept of Redurxlancy Ra~ of 
two-girder steel bridges. Only one bridge configuration was studied 
in this research. '!he study was limited to s:i.Irple span, noncorrposite 
two-girder bridges with bottom lateral bracing, cross bracirq, arxi 
top lateral bracirq. '!he bottan arxi top lateral bracirq are assumed 
to be X-shaped. Equations are developed for the requirements of 
these members for the practical ran:re of existin;J two-girder bridges 
with this configuration. 
More research is need~ to develop the requirements of all two-
girder bridges with an al temate load path consistin;J of the bottom 
lateral bracin;, cross bracin;, arxi top lateral bracin;. For 
instance, a bridge with K-shaped bracing. 
Research is needed to develop the requirements of two-girder 
bridges with different configurations. For example, two-girder 
bridges with a CXIlipJSite deck, cross frames or diaphragms, etc. 'nle 
a1 ternate load path available for these bridges needs to be 
identified. 'nle requirements of this alternate load path 1mlSt then 
be detenni.ned. 
A Redurxlancy Rati.rq prccedure 1lDJSt also be established for 
continuals two-girder bridges. '!he alternate load path in this case 
can make use of the negative nx:ment capacity ani stiffness of the 
fractured girder (.§). 
Bridges, such as two-girder through bridges, which do not have 
the bracing systems necessary for a reliable alternate load path must 
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also be examined. one possible alternative 'WO.ll.d be to investigate 
the use of cable S\JRX)rt techniques to provide the alternate load 
path. 
Extension of research is needed to consider ~irder steel 
bridges which are horizontally Cl.UVE!d, straight an:i cuzved 
articulated an:i straight, ClllVE!d an:i oontinuoos skewed bridges. 
Finally, m:n-e research is needed to establish cgn:q>riate loadin;J 
ocn:titialS, load factors, allowable stresses an:i inpact factors for 
~ Ratin}. SUitable values are suggested in Art. 6.1 for the 
ex;mples. Jb:'e research is needed to deteJ:mine what these values 
shalld be. 
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I Table 1 SUDaary of Finite Elements Used 
I GI'S'1KJDL Shape Bria;Je Q:mp:llents 
I 
Designatiat lb:Jeled 
/ 3-D Truss SPACE 'lRJSS 3 translatialS cross braci.n;: I at each node diagonals horizontals 
I battan laterals t.c:p laterals 
I 
I 3-D Beam SPACE FRAME / 3 translatia'IS girder flan;es and 3 :rotatialS girder stiffeners 
I at each node deck link 
I 
Plana 2 translatialS girder web 
I stress at each node 
I Flat 3 translatialS deck 
Shell and 
I (Plate) 3 rotatiaw at Md1 node. 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 2 Details of a:mp.rter Stlxiy Bria]es 
Bria]e Span 100ft 150ft 
NUDi:;)er of panels l'P5 rF7 rF7 n=9 
Girder Depth, d (in) 80 120 
midspan 1811 X 2.511 22" X 2.7511 
Flar:ges 
quarterspan 18" X 1. 875" 22" X 2.0" 
web 80" X 0.511 120" X 0. 7511 
1 9.36 8.00 9.74 8.54 
Am, (in2) 2 18.72 15.99 19.47 17.07 
3 37.44 31.98 38.94 34.14 
102 
200ft 
n=9 rF13 
160 
2511 X 3.0" 
2511 X 2.25" 
16011 X 1.0" 
9.95 8.54 
19.89 17.07 
39.78 34.14 
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Table 3 Carpariscll ot ~ Battan Iateral Bracing 
Areas, Am,, for RRF • 1 (Eq. 3. 7) 
Bridge Span 100ft 150ft 200ft 
NUmber of panels IPS rP7 rr-7 rP9 
fy=30 Jcsi (fall=22.5) 
*1 CCilplter Analysis 22.5 19.8 32.6 29.4 
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 24.5 20.9 33.6 29.5 
fy=36 ksi (fall=27 .0) 
*2 CCilplter Analysis 16.8 14.7 23.2 21.5 
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 18.2 15.6 24.6 21.6 
fy=SO ksi (fall=37 .5) 
*3 CCilplter Analysis 10.5 9.1 13.6 12.4 
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 11.0. 9.4 14.3 12.5 
fy=60 ksi (fall-45.0) 
*4 CDlplter Analysis 8.2 7.0 10.2 9.4 
Eq's 3.9 and 3.10 8.4 7.2 10.7 9.4 
Allowable st:r.aes tor Operating Ratinq level (Ret. 4) : 
*1 For st:Ml. unJcncwn, blil.t in 1905 to 1936 
*2 For st:Ml. unJcncwn, blil.t after 1963 
n=9 rP13 
43.0 35.5 
44.1 36.5 
30.3 25.8 
31.9 26.4 
17.4 14.5 
18.1 15.0 
12.9 10.6 
13.4 11.1 
*3 For st:Ml. A94 (1-l/8" am l.Jiljer), A242, A440 and A441 (3/4" and 
l.Jiljer), and ASS8 (4" am l.Jiljer) 
*4 For steel A572 (1" max.) 
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Table 4 Maxinnn stresses in a Battan lateral Diagonal 
for Midspan Fracture 
4A. Maxi:aaJm Tensile stress (ksi) 
Bri~ Span 100ft 150ft 200 ft 
Number of Panels ~ rr-7 rr-7 rr-9 n-9 ~13 
fall= 27 ksi 25.2 25.8 25.9 26.6 26.6 27.3 
4B. Ratio of MaximJm Ooitptessive stress to MaXimJm Tensile stress 
Cfc!ft) 
Bridge Span 100ft 150ft 200ft 
Nlmi:ler of Panels D-5 rr-7 rr-7 rr-9 n-9 rr-13 
~ 0.27 0.41 0.17 0.28 0.12 0.30 
ft 
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Table 5 MaximJm stresses in a Bottan Iateral Diagalal 
for each Fracture Scenario 
SA. Maxhnm Tensile stress (ksi) 
~ 100 ft, n=5 100 ft, rr=7 200 ft, n=9 0 
midspan 25.2 25.8 ~ 
Cl18 panel traR midspan ~ ~ 26.0 
twc panels fraD midspan 24.9 26.1 23.5 
three panels fraD mi -• ... 
-
25.6 19.4 
four panels fraD midspan 
- -
15.7 
SB. Ratio of Maxi:D.ml Q:mp:essive stress to Maxillum Tensile 
stress for Midspan Fracture Cfclft) 
~ 100 tt, IPS 100 ft, fP87 200 ft, fP89 
midspm 0.27 0.41 0.12 
Cl18 panel trca midspan ~ 0.50 0.16 
twc puwJ.s trail mj dspan 
- ~ 0.19 
three panels traR -" "" 
- - -
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Maxilm.nn Tensile stress (ksi) 
AsL IDwer Bairn Area for Uppe;." BcJurn (12~2) RRF-=:J..~ (20~2 ) (16.0 J.n ) 
Midspan Fracture 31.0 25.8 22.4 
~cturein~ 33.0 26.7 22.8 ad acent to mdspan (+6.3%) (+3.5%) (+1.8%) 
Table 7 ~tio of MaximJm Cc§>+essiv~ stress for Fracture in the F~ Interior Panel to MaxilmJm Tensile stress for 
M n Fracture ( fclft> 
Brid;Je Span 100ft 150 ft 200ft 
Nlmtler of Panels n=5 rP7 rF7 n=9 n=9 rF13 
0( 1.345 1.609 1.306 1.472 1.287 1.539 
.!c 0.51 0.68 0.40 0.49 0.32 0.42 
4 
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Table 8 Amplification Factor 1 ~ 1 to take into Acx::amt the 
I.ocatiat of Fracture for the Practical Ran;Je of n 
i 0 (Midspan Fracture) 1 2 3 4 5 
n=5 1.0 1.26 1.08 
n=7 1.0 1.22 1.35 1.06 
n=9 1.0 1.19 1.34 1.39 1.05 
n = 11 1.0 1.16 1.30 1.40 1.41 1.04 
n = 13 1.0 1.14 1.27 1.38 1.45 1.43 
n = 15 1.0 1.12 1.24 1.34 1.43 1.48 
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Table 9 Values of llo an:l ~ for Different Values of ( ~,1) lim 
Bricge Span 100 ft. 150 ft. 200ft. 
Number of panels ~ rF=7 rP7 fP9 fP9 rP13 
( A/.9_) lim = 1/200 0.46 0.41 0.33 0.30 0.26 0.24 
llo (A/~) lim = 1/300 0.65 0.64 0.49 0.50 0.36 0.36 
c~l~> lim= 11200 0.38 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.20 0.19 
~ ( ofi.) lim = 1/300 0.47 0.46 0.35 0.35 0.26 0.25 
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Table 10 Deflection rata for critical Fracture in the Erxl Panel 
for Sel:vioeability Method 
c~~ > 1i 111= 111oo c~/~) lin= 1/200 (~/~) liln= 1/300 
erxl erxl erxl 
midspan panel midspan panel midspan panel 
frar!h n"'A fra .... ~.:::: fracture fral"!h11"P fral'!h11"P fracture 
6. 11.4111 3.92" 5.79 11 1.89" 3.8011 1.19" 
~ = 100 ft ~~~ (1/105) (1/207) (1/316) 
n=5 cj)6 1.0 0.34 1.0 0.33 1.0 0.31 
~. 1.0 1.72 1.0 1.63 1.0 1.57 
A 15.5911 3.06" 8.2711 1.5311 5.6911 1.0011 
~= 150 ft ~11 (1/115) (1/218) (1/316) 
n=9 $4 1.0 0.20 1.0 0.19 1.0 0.18 
$61 1.0 1.77 1.0 1.67 1.0 1.58 
l:l 19.9011 2.7411 10.7411 1.4011 7.5111 0.9411 
~ = 200 ft A~ (1/121) (1/223) (1/320) 
n•9 <1>4 1,0 0.14 1.0 0.13 1.0 0.13 
<1>61 1.0 1.79 1.0 1.69 1.0 1.63 
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Table 11 Resultirg <4'V for the All~le stress Method 
Trial ani 
Equation Error Ccatp.rt:er 
3.37 Procedure 
1 1 1 
100 ft. 1 n=5 - - -
275 305 321 
1 1 1 
100 fto 1 f'P7 - - -
273 282 301 
1 1 1 
150 ft. 1 f'P7 - - -
340 364 390 
1 1 1 
150 fto 1 f'P9 - - -
341 353 374 
1 1 1 
200 ft. 1 n-9 - - -
388 393 428 
1 1 1 
200 ft. 1 l'P13 - - -
388 381 406 
llO 
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Table 12 Resulti.n; ( ll/~ ) ani ( E mi I E y> for the Load Factor Method 
Bri<i;Je Span 100 ft 150ft 200 ft 
NUmber of Panels n=5 n=7 n=7 n=9 n=9 n=13 
6. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
l: (Eq. 3.47) - - - - - -197 183 240 232 275 264 
~ (Eq. 3.50) 1.42 1.55 1.77 1.88 2.08 2.21 
€y 
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Table 13 <:arpu-isal of Resul tin; (~) for Allowable stress ani 
I.oad Factor Methods 
Allowable Load 
stress Factor Eq. 3.47 
Method Method 
(Eq. 3.37) (Eq. 3 .47) Eq. 3.37 
1 1 
100 fto 1 n=5 - - 1.40 
275 197 
1 1 
100 fto 1 rt=1 - - 1.50 
273 183 
1 1 
150 ft o 1 rF=1 - - 1.42 
340 240 
1 1 
150 fto 1 rr=9 - - 1.47 
341 232 
1 1 
200 ft. 1 rr=9 - - 1.41 
388 275 
1 1 
200 fto 1 l'JIZlJ - - 1.47 
388 264 
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Bria:Je Span 
Number of panels 
RRF > 1.0 
Dead 
Load RRF = 1.0 
RRF < 1.0 
4>tl 
RRF > 1.0 
Live 
Load RRF = 1.0 
RRF < 1.0 
RRF > 1.0 
Dead 
I.oad RRF = 1.0 
RRF < 1.0 
q,tl- ~c1 
RRF > 1.0 
Live 
I.oad RRF ::a 1.0 
RRF < 1.0 
RRF > 1.0 
Dead 
I.oad RRF =- 1.0 
RRF < 1.0 
<l>u+ ~c1 
RRF > 1.0 
Live 
I.oad RRF • 1.0 
RRF < 1.0 
100ft 
n=5 rP7 
0.70 0.72 
0.73 0.76 
0.77 
0.82 0.83 
0.85 0.86 
0.86 0.87 
0.75 0.59 
0.55 0.42 
0.43 0.38 
0.28 0.23 
0.65 0.85 
0.91 1.10 
.L1Q 
1.31 1.28 
1.42 1.49 
1.60 
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150 ft 200 ft 
rP7 n=9 n=9 rP13 
0.72 0.73 0.73 0.75 
0.73 0.75 0.73 0.76 
0.74 0.76 0.75 0.78 
0.82 0.83 0.82 0.82 
0.84 0.84 0.83 0.84 
0.84 0.86 0.85 0.87 
0.74 0.62 0.70 0.52 
0.61 0.51 0.64 0.48 
0.54 0.45 0.51 0.38 
0.50 0.45 ~ 0.40 
0.39 0.33 0.46 0.36 
0.31 0.28 0.34 0.27 
0.70 0.84 0.76 0.98 
0.85 0.99 0.82 1.04 
0.94 1.07 0.99 1.18 
1.14 1.21 1.15 1.24 
1.29 1.35 1.20 1.32 
1.37 1.44 1.36 1.49 
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Table 15 Limits of (~max + 0.5 ~t> ani Ciaax + ~t> 
n 5 7 9 11 13 
~max 1.26 1.35 1.39 1.41 1.45 
<l>t 0.63 0.45 0.35 0.28 0.26 
~max+ 0 • sq,t 1.58 1.58 1.57 1.55 1.58 
iaax+ ~t 1.89 1.80 1.74 1.69 1.71 
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Table 16 Ex.anple Data 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150ft 
NL1mber of panels :rF5 l'F7 l'F7 n=9 
0( 1.35 1.61 1.31 1.47 
~ 0.67 0.78 0.64 0.73 
~ 0.71 0.84 0.74 0.84 
w (k/ft) 3.58 3.58 3.88 3.88 
@CL+-I) (k) 82.0 82.0 86.8 86.8 
d = ~15 (ft) 6.67 6.67 10.0 10.0 
B. Additiaal Data 
Bria]e Span 100ft 150ft 
VD 2.13 2.8 
VL 1.47 1.8 
Af (in2) 51.4 79.3 
Aa (in2) 118.75 194.5 
I (in4 X 105) ~a 12.1 5.0 
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200 ft 
n=9 :rF13 
1.29 1.54 
0.63 0.76 
0.78 0.95 
4.16 4.16 
89.2 89.2 
13.33 13.33 
200ft 
3.47 
2.13 
113.6 
291.3 
1.54 
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Table 17 Required ~ am Forces to be carried by the Alternate 
Ioad Path~ (Allowable stress Method, fall= 27 ksi) 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bridge Span 100ft 150ft 200 ft 
Number of panels n=5 rF=1 rF=1 n=9 n=9 rP13 
AaL (in2) 18.8 16.0 25.2 22.1 32.4 26.9 
FBL (k) 507.8 432.6 681.5 595.6 876.0 725.2 
Fcm (k) 459.3 455.5 588.8 587.0 745.0 744.0 
~ (k) 234.3 236.2 327.8 325.2 444.1 447.8 
FTL (k) 330.1 281.2 443.0 387.1 569.4 471.4 
<~l> l/275 l/273 l/340 l/341 l/388 l/388 
B. Fracture scenario 
Bria1e Span 100ft 150ft 200ft 
Number of Par1els n-5 rF=1 rr:-7 n=9 n=9 n=13 
~ (in2) 20.7 17.6 27.7 24.3 35.6 29.6 
FBI.c (k) 299.6 307.1 327.1 321.6 341.6 333.6 
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Table 18 Required~ am Forces to be carried by the Alternate 
Load Path Plt6nbers (Load Factor Methoi, fy = 36 ksi) 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bridge Span 100ft 150ft 200 ft 
Number of panels n=5 ~7 ~7 n=9 n=9 ~13 
Am. (in2) 14.2 12.7 14.8 13.3 15.4 13.1 
FBL (k) 511.9 457.9 531.7 477.3 554.9 473.2 
FeB (k) 514.5 535.7 510.4 522.7 524.4 539.4 
FCBD (k) 181.7 192.3 196.7 200.5 216.4 224.8 
F'l'L (k) 256.0 229.0 265.9 238.7 277.5 236.6 
(.o/9.) l/197 l/183 l/240 l/232 1/275 1/264 
B. Fracture in the First Interior Panel 
Bria;Je Span 100 ft 150ft 200ft 
'NUIJt)er of Panels n=5 rF7 rP7 n=9 n=9 n=13 
~ 1.29 1.38 1.38 1.43 1.43 1.47 
Am. (in2) 18.3 17.5 20.4 19.0 22.0 19.3 
Fcm (k) 548.8 571.5 544.5 557.5 559.3 575.4 
FCBD (k) 234.4 265.4 271.5 286.7 309.5 330.4 
F'l'L (k) 330.2 316.0 366.9 341.3 396.8 347.8 
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Table 19 Required AsL and the Resul~ (A/~) for each Method 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bri&;Je Span 100ft 150ft 200ft 
Number of panels n=5 n=7 n=7 n=9 n=9 n=13 
Al1c:Mab1e 
AsL (in2) 18.8 16.0 25.2 22.1 32.4 26.9 
stress L:.. 1 1 1 1 1 1 Method - - - - - -~ 275 273 340 341 388 388 
AsL (in2) 14.2 12.7 14.8 13.3 15.4 13.1 Load 
Factor L:.. 1 1 1 1 1 1 Method ~ - - - - - -197 183 240 232 275 264 
serviceability 
Method AsL 18.1 18.4 
(6/~) lim - 1/300 
B. critical Fracture scenario CAm) 
Brici;e Span 100ft 150ft 200ft 
Number of Panels n=5 rP7 rP7 n-9 n=9 n=13 
Allowable Am, (in2) 27.7 24.3 35.6 29.6 stress 20.7 17.6 
Method 
IDi!ld Am, (in2) 17.5 20.4 19.0 22.0 19.3 Factor 18.3 
Method 
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n 
Etlttcan 
lateral. 
Dia;p1al 
Ctt:EB 
Bta:in; 
R"ri 7'.qlta,1 
Q:aiS 
Bta:in; 
Dia;p1al. 
'ltp 
Iateral 
Di.a;p1al 
100ft 
n=5 rF7 
6.5x65 7x54.5 
A= 19.2 A= 16.C 
r = 2.39 r = 1.68 
13 • 5lCSO. !5 13 • 5lCSO. !5 
A • 23.7 A= 23.7 
r = 3.24 r= 3.24 
l3.5x42 l3.5x42 
A= 12.4 A= 12.4 
r = 2.00 r = 2.00 
10.9x61 10.5lc50.!5 
A• 17.9 A • 14.9 
r .. 2.92 r • 2.89 
150ft 200ft 
rF7 n=9 n=9 n=13 
l,S)c86.5 18)05 16.5xll0.5 6x95 
A= 25.4 A= 22.1 A= 32.5 A= 27.9 
r = 3.43 r= 2.47 r = 3.59 r=l.68 
15xl.05.!: 15xl.05.!5 l8xl30 18xl30 
A= 31.0 A= 31.0 A • 38.2 A= 38.2 
r= 3.49 r= 3.49 r = 3.78 r = 3. 78 
12x58.5 l5x58 l8x80 l8x80 
A= 17.2 A= 17.1 A= 23.5 A= 23.!5 
r = 2.91 r = 2.19 r = 2.50 r = 2.50 
13.5lCS0.5 16.5X70.5 16.5xl00.5 l2x81 
A • 23.7 A • 20.8 A • 29.5 A=- 23.9 
r • 3.24 r= 2.43 r • 3.56 r • 3.05 
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Table 21 Maximum stresses (ksi) in Verificatioo of Allowable 
stress Method 
A. Midspan Fracture 
Bridge Span 100 ft 150ft 200ft 
Number of panels n=5 n=7 n=7 n=9 n=9 n=l3 
Bottan Iateral Diagonal 
f 25.2 25.3 27.8 28.2 29.6 29.3 ft,max 4.9 8.8 3.8 7.0 3.1 7.8 fC,max 18.1 16.7 19.6 18.8 19.6 16.4 
·ail ,c 
cross B:racin:) Horizontal 
~max 15.4 13.1 16.9 15.4 18.6 16.3 
"all.c 19.5 19.5 19.7 19.7 19.9 19.9 
cross B:racin:) Diagonal 
~max 7.0 10.8 6.4 9.6 6.2 10.5 
all.c 19.1 19.1 20.0 19.0 19.2 19.2 
'l'q) Iateral Diagonal 
~max 8.7 9.7 8.4 9.4 8.7 10.0 
·ai1.c 19.1 19.7 19.4 18.7 19.6 19.7 
B. critical Fracture SCenario 
Br~ Span 100 ft 150ft 200ft 
NuJii:)er of Panels n-5 ~7 ~ ~ ~ ~13 
Bottan Iateral Diagonal 
f 22.2 23.2 24.8 25.5 26.8 27.9 ft,max 6.2 9.1 4.8 6.4 3.8 7.5 
c::,max 18.9 17.8 16.1 17.1 20.1 20.4 
al1c 
cross Bracin:J Horizart:al. 
~max 14.6 13.0 16.8 15.7 18.8 16.4 
all.c 19.5 19.5 19.7 . 19.7 19.9 19.9 
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Table 22 O"mparison of the Forces Actin; on the Cross Bracirg 
for eadl of the Carp.rt:er M:xlel.s 
Brici;e Span 100ft 150ft 200ft 
Number of panels ~5 ~7 ~7 n=9 n=9 ~13 
u (k) 
Silrplified M:xlel. 555.2 575.9 
(Art. 3.1) 732.0 759.1 947.9 982.2 
Verification M:xlel. 447.2 436.9 623.9 624.4 829.5 829.1 (Art. 7 .1) 
F (k) 
Shplified M::del. 230.8 191.8 348.8 310.0 477.4 387.9 (Art. 3.1) 
Verificatia1 M::del. 260.8 207.6 391.1 344.1 541.9 455.5 (Art. 7 .1) 
(U+F)/2 (k) 
Shplified Medel 393.0 383.9 540.0 534.6 712.7 685.1 (Art. 3.1) 
Verificatia1 M::del. 354.0 322.3 507.5 484.3 685.7 642.3 (Art. 7 .1) (-10%) (-16%) (-6%) (-9%) (-4%) (-6%) 
(U-F)/2 (k) 
Sillplified Medel 162.2 192.1 192.0 224.6 235.3 297.2 (Art. 3.1) 
Verification Mcdel 93.2 114.7 116.4 140.2 143.8 186.8 (Art. 7 .1) (-43%) (-40%) (-39%) (-38%) (-39%) (-37%) 
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Table 23 Verification study for the Load Factor Method 
(Midspan Fracture) 
A. Pt'q)erties of Members C1'losen 
Bottan cross cross 'Iq> 
Iateral Brae in:] Brae in:] Iateral 
Diagc:nal Horizontal Diagonal Diagonal 
section wr 10.5xso.5 wr 12X65.5 wr 7X26.5 wr 9X38 
Area (in2) 14.9 19.3 7.81 11.2 
Min.iJD..1m Radius 
-
2.97 1.88 2.54 
of Gyration (in) 
B. Maximm Fol:'CeS Fran Q:up.tter outplt CCIIplred to Maximum Forces 
Predicted Fran Equations 
Bcttan Cross cross 'l'q) 
lateral Bracin;J Bracin;J Iateral 
DiagaW. Hariza1tal DiagaW. Diagonal 
Ccllplter Faroe. 394 k 471 k 145 k 195 k 
Maximnn Force 458 k 536 k 192 k 229 k 
Predicted 
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Table 24 VerificatiCI'l sony for the Ioad Factor Method 
(Fracture in the First Interior Panel) 
A. Properties of Members Chosen 
Bottan Cross Cross Top 
Iateral Brae~ Brae~ Iateral 
D:iaga1al Horizart:.al. Diagcnal Diagonal 
sectiCI'l wr 16.5x70.5 wr 12x73 wr 7X34 wr 9x48.5 
Area (in2 ) 20.8 21.5 9.99 14.3 
MinimJm Radius 
-
3.01 1.81 2.56 
of Gyratia'l (in) 
B. Ma.vinna Fm:oes F%aB Cl:llp1ter outp1t o::apred to MaxiJm.nn Forces 
Predicted F%aB FquatialS 
Bottan Cross cress Tc:p 
lateral Bracir¥l Bracil'q Iateral 
Diagcna1 Horizart:al Diagcna1 Diagonal 
o:trpiter Farce 612 k 460 k 126k 138 k 
MaXimJm Force 734 k 545k 272 k 367 k 
Predicted 
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Table 25 Fractured Girder DeflectiCI'l at Midspan for Midspan 
Fracture (in) 
Bridqe Span 100 ft 150ft 200ft 
Number of panels 1'P5 rr-7 rr-7 n-9 n=9 n=l3 
Simplified M:XIel. 3.73 3.99 4.62 4.81 5.61 5.91 
(Art. 3.1) 
Verificatioo M:XIel. 3.86 4.14 4.93 5.18 6.08 6.44 
(Art. 7.1) 
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Vertical Planes 
Fig. 2 Three components of the Alternate Load Path 
n @ c2;n) - ~ . Vertical Planes 
Fig. 3 Typical Top Lateral Bracing-system configuration 
Fiq. 4 Typical Bottom Lateral Bracing System 
Configuration 
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Fiq. 5 Typical Variations of Top and Bottom Lateral 
Bracinq Confiqurations 
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(a) croaa Bncin;J 
(b) Trusa Bracin;J 
Fiq. 6 Typical Cross and Truss Bracinq Configurations 
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level of top lateral bracirg 
(a) Cross Braci.n;J 
Installation of 'l'q) Iateral 
Braci.n;J System 
level of bottall 
lateral bracin:J 
(b) Truss Bracin:] 
Fiq. 7 Typical Configurations of Existinq Two-Girder 
Bridqes 
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(a) cross Sectia1 
....... .,. ,.,,· • .:o· 
./a------· ;- ........ ~6., ... I I T ":,:- r T, •-' • ''f -· ... i·"'·. I ..... , : .. -~·:,.,_ 
; 
·~. 
,: -~ .. ......,. =.L o--.,.-~ 
_L_ s* r--, -~ 
_..c:_ __ - -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ----------· ------- --.JII-~--.....it-!:. 
(b) Elevatia1 
(c) 'l'cp an:i :eattan lateral BraciD) 
Fig. 8 Details of the Bridge in Ref. 10 
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L Fractured Girder 
(a) '1hree Horizart:al. ~ [Plan View) 
(b) Expected Displ.aaPents [Plan View] 
Fiq. 9 Support Boundary Conditions for tqe Computer Model 
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X 
I~. 
~ 
I 
X 
Fiq. 10 
Fractured Girder 
Ax= 106 in2 
Ax = 0.001 in2 
Adjustments in computer Model to Prevent any 
Relative Movement Between the Two Girders 
Deck Elaaent 
Deck: 
Deck Link: 
Fiq. 11 Deck Link Members to Transfer Dead Load to Girders 
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Nlnnber of members am elements 
Deck 75 
Floomeam 80 
Deck Link 32 
Girder Top Flarge 60 
Top lateral Diagonal 16 
X-Bracirg Top Horizontal 3 
Girder stiffener 124 
Girder Web 120 
X-Bracirg Diagonal 18 
Girder Bottan Flarge 60 
Bottan lateral Diagonal 16 
X-Bracirg Bottan Horizontal 9 
Total 613 
... ...._  _,.._ 
... ---f"'t><J-_-_+-_ -_ ... _-_ -1_ _...,., Deck and nocm:.am at the -- laval 
Fiq. 12 Finite Element Mesh for Computer Model 
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r------+------~------~---~ 
~-4~~--~--~--~--4---+-G~~ 
~ 
ElevatiCI'l View 
Fiq. 13 Computer Model of Fracture 
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n @ ct'n> - R 
Diagonal Members 'L Midspan Fracture 
(a) Bottcm Iateral Bracirq System 
~(LH) 
w 
I I I I 1 I I h Ill I I I 1 1 I 1 T 1 
I\ 
(b) Fractured G.iraer Elevaticm 
(c) Distribltia1 of flan;e forces to the bottan lateral 
diagcnal. members 
1 
Fiq. 14 Bridqe With Five Panels of Bottom Lateral Bracinq 
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Fig. 15 Loada and Reactions Acting on the 3-D Bridge 
Structure 
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Bottan Iateral Diagcnals 
(a) 'l'cp and Bottan Iateral Bracinq 
~/4 
"" 
Wllb 
' I 
1. L o.artarspan Midspan Flan;JB 
(b) Elavatiat of Girdar · 
Fig. 16 Details of Computer study Bridge• 
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2.0 
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Fig. 17 v0 vs. Rk for Different Number of Panels, n 
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3.0 
-1 
XlO r. .0+-------~------~------~-------+-------;------~ 
.0 .5 1.0 1.5_ 2.0 2.5 3.0 
stiffness Parameter 1 1\ 
Fig. 18 vL vs. ~ for Different Number of Panels, n 
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2.5 
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0 1.5 
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.5 
.0 
.0 5.0 
fall -allowable stress 
10.0 • 
+ fall = 27 ksi 
* fall ... 45 ksi 
15.0 
1 
X10 
20.0 
Span lEDJth, ~ 
Fig. 19 v0 vs ~ for Different Allowable stresses 
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VL 4.0 
fall • allowable stress 
3.6 
+ fall = 27 ksi 
3.0 * fall ... 45 ksi 
2.6 
- 21 )t.Si 
2.0 f al.l. 
...... 
.j::'-
...... 
1.5 
1.0 
.6 
1 
.0 X10 
.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 
Span length, Q 
Fig. 20 VL v•. ~ for Different Allowable Stresses 
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(a) 100ft., n = 5 
(b) 100 ft. 1 n • 7 
(c) 150 ft. 1 n • 7 
Fig. 21 Bottom Lateral Forces (kips) for Midspan Fracture 
with AaL • Area [Eq's. 3.7 1 3.9 and 3.10] 
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(d) 150ft., n a 9 
(a) 200ft., n • 9 
(f) 200ft., n • 13 
Fiq. 21 Bottom Lateral Forces (kips) for Midspan Fracture 
with ABL • Area [Eq's. 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10] 
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L pinned 
riveted, bolted 
or welded 
Fig. 22 Buckling Model of the Compression Diagonal Assuming 
it is Braced at Mid-Length by the Tension Diagonal 
100 ft., rr-7 CAm,= 16.0 in2) 
Fig. 23 Bottom Lateral Diagonal Forces (kips) for Fracture 
in the First Interior Panel 
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Fig. 24 (f0 )/Cft) vs. Span Length for Different Values ofo< 
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(a) Fractw:d Girder Elevatia1 
(b) Battan Iateral Br:acinJ 
Fig. 25 Model for the Load Factor Method 
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~ 1 - 0 tension diagonals to carry }) 
(a) Bottan Iateral Bracin:J 
~(It+-I) 
w 
J, J, J, j, ,J, J; .It- ,J, 
.Ji .Ji L' r ~ ,J, ..... 
i-o i=1 f=t i•J i=-4 
~~ (1/2 + i/n)~ -...~ .... (1/2 - i/n)~ ~ ~ 
I' ~ ""- I -~ 
' 
' 
, 
w2 f-1 i\ 2 + \2 -~)~(L+-I) w~ (1 i\ 2 + \2 +~~(L+-I) 
(b) Forces am Reactions Actin; on the Fractured Girder 
Fig. 26 Model for the Load Factor Method for Fracture in a 
Panel Other Than Midspan 
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(a) Fractured Girder Elevation 
Bottan lateral Displacement 
~/n 
(b) Midspan Battan lateral Displaoemealt 
h 
2d 
Fiq. 27 Displacement Relationships for the Fractured 
Girder and Bottom Lateral Bracing 
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(a) Midspan Fracture 
I( (0.5 + i/n)~ (0.5 - i/n)~ )I< )f 
(b) Fracture in a Panel other than Midspan 
Fig. 32 Fracture Scenario for Serviceability Method 
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(a) Deflection of the tJnfractured Bridge 
(b.) Deflection of the Fractured Bri~ 
Fig. 33 Existing Deflections in· Bridges 
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(a) Displa.ament of the Bottan lateral Bracirg system 
2F 2F 
~~1 ~~1 
2F~ · 2F~ 2F~ ~~ 
~1 ~1 ~1 nH 
(b) AsS':uned Force Distrihltia1 in the Bottan lateral 
Diagalals 
Fiq. 34 
(n-1)F 
n+l 
2F 
~1 
4F 
~1 
2F 
n+1 
(c) Force Distr:ll:uticn Alaq the Girder Fl.an}aa 
Displacements of Girder and Bottom Lateral Bracinq 
system After Fracture (Load Factor Method] 
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~Fractured Girder 
F 
(a) Fo:roes fran the bottan lateral diagonals actixq on the 
\mfractured arxi fractured girders 
u 
u 
FCEII = kd (U+F)/2 
FCBD = kd(U-F)/2 
(b) ~ A Cross Bracirq 
FCEII = U 
FCBD = kd(U-F)/2 
(c) Type B Cross Bracin; 
( 
F 
Fig. 35 Transfer of Forces to the cross Bracing 
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Critical Cross Bracin;Js 
(a) Forces in the Bottan lateral Diagonals 
FCEH 
__ _,., _.llio~-__:;~ _ __;~ f 
U = FBL[l + ~tllka F = Fm,[l - $01]~ 
(b) Q:mponents of the Foroes in the Battan Lateral Diaga1als 
Acti.rg at the Critical Cross Bracin;J I.ocaticm 
Fiq. 36 Force• Developed by the Critical erose Bracinq 
System for Midspan Fracture 
[Allowable Stress Method] 
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critical cross Bracirgs 
(a) Bott.an Iateral Diagonal Forces for the Load Factor M:xlel. 
Fractured Girder 
u- 2CVm,> 
(b) 0 ••tcneuts of the Forces in the Battan Iateral Diagonals 
Acti1g at the critical cross Bracin;J Location 
Fig. 37 Forces Developed by the Critical cross Bracing 
system for Midspan Fracture (Load Factor Method) 
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(a) Bottan lateral Diagonal Forces for the Load Factor Method 
with Fracture in the First Interior Panel 
TYPE A 
A ~--------~~ C TYPE B 
----~) c __ _., . 
B 
D 
U• 0 F•FsJ~ U • 0 F • FsJ..xFBL 
Fa~~- o.sckJmax>FBL FCBH ~ 0 
FCBD = O.S(kJmax)FBL Fceo ~ o.sckJmax>FBL 
(c) 0 llll"2'lents· of the Forces in the Bottan lateral Diagalals 
Actin:;J a'l the Ern Cross Bracin;J System 
Fig. 38 Forces Developed by Critical Cross Bracing 
Locations for Fracture in the First Interior Panel 
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(a) R:D:ces act:in:) a1 the lxtlan lat:eral ~after 
. m!depm fl:actllre 
--~) ....... r------~~~ 
Fm,(l + cb_)~ Fm,(l - ~cl)~ 
Fiq. 39 Forces Transferred to the Top Lateral Bracinq 
system (Allowable stress Method) 
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Identical loads as belc::M 
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(a) Jq:plied loads Cl'l the tc:p lateral bracin;J 
(b) Forces carried by each panel's tc:p lateral diaganal.s 
Fig. 40 Forces carried by the Top Lateral Diagonals 
(Allowable Stress Method) 
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(a) Forces actirg on the bottan lateral diagonals after 
fracture in the first interior panel 
)~r---------~~~---­
FBL<b+cb>~ 
--~~r---------~~~<----­
FBL<<b- ~cl.)~ 
(b) Free Body Diagrams of cross ~ 
Fig. 41 Forces Transferred to the Top Lateral Bracing 
System (Load Factor Method) 
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(a) I.ocatia1 of HS20 Truck I.oadin;J 
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(b) Influence Line 
Fiq. 43 Fraction of Live Load, @ , Actinq on the Fractured 
Girder 
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I( 50 1 Lk ~1 ~ 36 k - 100 ft ~ 
(a) one lane of HS20 truck axle loacl:inJ at:Plied to the 
fractured girder 
~(It+-I) 
50 1 
~ 
6.67 
~ 
FL+I • 307.5 k 
.F 2 F3 ··~(~J 
2 
(b) Axle loads replaced by an equivalent concentrated load, 
~(L+I) . 
Fig. 44 Equivalent Concentrated Live Plus Impact Load, 
~(L+I) 
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(a) Forces arxl reactions actirg on the fractured girder 
inclu:lirg the forces fran the cress bracin:;J 
(b) Forces in the bottan lateral diagonals 
+ 
@CL+-I) 
2 
( 
F = FBL(l - ~cl)kd 
) 
U = FBL(l + <lti>Jra 
(c) Fol:oes fran the bottan lateral diagonals actin;J a1 
the cress bracirg 
Fiq. 45 Forces Resultinq when Cross Brac~nq Forces are 
Included 
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(a) Bottan lateral Braci.rq Forces (k) 
0.11"~ 21 43' ,0.1111 ~I( " >liE-
~I 
H 
0.8411 
H 
0.8411 
I 1.17" 
1 o. 9911 
(b) Bottan lateral Displacements in the Midspan Panel 
c D 
(c) cross Bracirg Forces (k} 
(d) Tcp lateral Bracirg Forces (k} 
Fiq. 46 Results of computer output for Load Factor Method 
Verification for Midspan Fracture [150 ft, n=7] 
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(a) Battan Iateral. Bracin; Forces (k) 
A' B' A B c 0 
(b) Cross Bracin:} Forces (k) 
(c) Top Lateral Bracin; Forces (k) 
Fiq. 47 Results of Computer output for Load Factor Method 
Verification, Fracture in the First Interior Panel 
[150 ft, n•7] 
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APPENDIX A: Nomenclature 
len;Jth of a bottau lateral diagonal 
lerqt:h of the pane1 
'Ihe fraction of total live, L, plus inpact, I, load on the 
fractured girder 
Load factor for dead load 
Load factor for live plus inpact loads 
Vertical displacement of fractured girder at midspan due to 
midspan fracture 
(t) lim Llmitinq cleflectian-to-span-l.en;Jth ratio for midspan fracture 
E ed strain of the bottaD lateral tension diagonal in the end panel 
E mi strain of the midspan bottan lateral diaqonal.s 
Ey Yield strain [ (fy)/E] 
ecr critical end slope for fracture in the end panel (Eq. 3.35] 
Force applied to the bottan flan;re of the fractured girder 
on half the span by the bottau lateral bracin;J diagonals 
~ reduction factor 
Ratio of maximum OCillpreSSive stress in a bottan lateral 
diagonal due to fracture in the first interior panel to the 
maximum tensile stress due to midspan fracture 
Allplification factor to account for the increase in the 
maximum force in a bottan , lateral diagonal [Load Factor 
Method] 
Area of one bottan lateral diagonal 
Average area of one girder bottan flan;Je 
Effective area of one girder bottau flan;Je [Af + 0.3 Awl 
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d 
D 
eed 
E 
Average area of a girder 
Area of girder web 
Depth of girder 
Dead load effect 
Elon;Jation of the bottan lateral tension diagonal in the errl 
panel 
Elon;Jation of the midspan bottan lateral diagonals 
Youn;r' s Modulus 
MaxiJDum axial OCIIlpression stress 
Allowable tensile stress 
fall,c Allowable oc:mpressive stress 
fc,max MaximJm canpressive stress in a mpmher 
f 0 Dead load stress 
fL Live load plus in'pact stress 
ft, max Maxinllm tensile stress in a me.rnl">P.r 
fy Yield stress 
F Forces fran the bottan lateral diagonals acti.rg on the 
fractured girder 
Force in the midspan bottan lateral diagonals due to midspan 
fracture 
Force in a cross bracin; diagonal 
Force in a cross bracin] horizontal 
Force in a top lateral bracin] diagonal 
Yield force [.CAaL)(fy) l 
Horizontal displacement of the fractured girder at midspan due 
to midspan fracture 
Average m:ment of inertia of a girder 
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~(It+-I) 
n 
r 
RF 
RRF 
s 
u 
w 
lE!niJ1:h of a cross bracirq diagonal 
lE!niJ1:b of a bottan lateral diagonal 
lergth of a cross bracirq horizontal 
lE!niJ1:h of a bottan lateral diagonal 
Effective lerxfth factor 
Span lerxfth 
Live load plus ilrpact effect 
Number of panels of bottan lateral bracin;J 
radius of gyration 
stiffness parameter which is a function of the ratio of the 
axial stiffness of a battan lateral diagonal mp!!!bp..r to the 
axial stiffness of the effective area of the bottan flan;e 
Ratin} Factor 
Red1.1n:larx:y Ratin} Factor 
Girder spacin;J 
Member strergth 
COefficient which aOCXJUnts for the bottan lateral diagonal 
force distril::uticm for dead load [serviceability Method] 
COefficient which ac:xn.mts for the bottan lateral diagonal 
force distril::uticm for live plus inplct loads [serviceability 
Method] . 
Forces fran the bottan lateral diagonals acti.rxj at the 
lD'1fractured gimer 
COefficient which aocounts for the bottan lateral diagonal 
force distribution for dead load [Allowable stress Method] 
COefficient which aOCXJUnts for the bottan lateral diagonal 
force distribution for live plus ilrpact loads [Allowable 
stress Method] 
Weight of the ~ as a lmifcmn line load on each gimer 
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